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CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
Workshop Meeting: Tuesday, February 26, 2018
AGENDA ITEM: 2
Hear and deliberate on an update on the Energy Conservation and Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) project approved on July 25, 2017.
SUBMITTED BY: Michael Donoho, Director of Public Works
APPROVED FOR AGENDA: PKC
BACKGROUND: The City of Rockport entered into an Energy Conservation Performance
Contract with Ameresco Water & Energy Solutions. Funding was secured using Qualified
Energy Conservation Bonds (QECB) financing. City Staff and Representatives from Ameresco
will update Council on the progress of the project.
See the accompanying maps showing the meters that have been completed and those yet to be
done.
FISCAL ANALYSIS: N/A
RECOMMENDATION: Not an action item.

Update on AMI Project – Feb. 26, 2019 Council Mtg.
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Completed Meters – 2/21/19

Update on AMI Project – Feb. 26, 2019 Council Mtg.
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Meters Not Yet Completed – 2/21/19

Update on AMI Project – Feb. 26, 2019 Council Mtg.
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Rockport Moving Forward with Advanced
Water and Gas Meter Installations.
The City of Rockport is continuing to install Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) throughout the
community. More than 10,000 new water meters have been delivered to the city and over 6,000 new
gas meter transponders will be installed. The meters and the supporting infrastructure which consists of
transponders and receivers that will be placed on utility poles throughout the community are currently
being installed throughout the City of Rockport Utility System. The installations which began in
September of 2018 and are expected to continue thru May of 2019.
An exciting feature of the advanced water meter system is a web-based customer portal that can be
accessed from a computer, tablet or smart phone. City staff is working with the AMI vendors to have the
customer portal available to residents and businesses shortly after the meters and supporting
infrastructure are installed. Once the new meter has been installed, the utility account holder can create
a user account to access the customer portal. The customer portal will provide residents and businesses
with access to usage data. By accessing the portal, customers will be able to more closely monitor their
water consumption and adjust their usage accordingly.
The AMI system also brings improved accuracy as compared to the current water meters. During the
development and investigation phase of this project, existing meters were tested and were found to be
registering only 90 percent of actual water used. The new automated meters are expected to register at
least 98 percent of actual water usage.
With more accurate meters, it is very possible that utility customers will receive usage charges that are
higher than billing statements for a corresponding month in a previous year. Comparing consumption
history of the old meters to the new meters will be different for many customers because the old
meters were not registering all their water usage.
In addition, city staff will monitor the system and receive reports for high consumption and possible
leaks. The system will provide the city more accurate utility analytics and customer consumption data,
better meter data management, increased customer transparency, a reduction in water loss, a reduction
in labor costs, a baseline for distribution leak detection and the ability to send alerts and messages to
customers.
As the customer portal becomes available, city staff encourages utility customers to access the portal
and monitor their account. Utility customers can establish a leak alert that will send an email notification
if the system is detecting a leak at their home or business. The customer can also set up usage alerts
which will generate an email when the account meets usage thresholds established by the account
holder.
Once the installations are complete, the customers will be notified and given instructions and how to set
up their account with the new customer portal.
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Currently if a customer has a concern about their water consumption the only thing the city can do is go
out and look at the meter to see if they have a leak or have the meter tested. With this technology the
city, using the portal, will be able to show the customer what is happening with their consumption. They
are going to be able to graph consumption and they will be able to see it. This will allow the city to
provide a level of customer service that they did not have before.
The city currently sends out designated employees to manually read the water and gas meters. The
automated process will reduce the cost both in dollars and time allocated to reading meters.
The city utilized performance contracting to partner with Ameresco Water & Energy Solutions.
Ameresco studied and monitored the city’s current system to develop and design an installation
program for the advanced meters and infrastructure. The Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
System will increase the accuracy of meter reads and actual water consumption, which will provide the
city higher revenues without increasing water rates. The additional funding, along with the operational
savings, will fund the project over the next 18 years. Additionally, the city will be able to reduce costs
associated with the current meter reading process.
The Rockport City Council approved the 9.4-million-dollar Energy Conservation and Advanced Metering
Infrastructure project on July 25,2017 and the funding was secured using Qualified Energy Conservation
Bond (QECB) financing with an 18-year term at 1.40 percent financing rate.
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CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
Workshop Meeting: Tuesday, February 26, 2019
AGENDA ITEM: 3
Hear and deliberate on presentation by Dr. Melissa Currie of Texas Tech University concerning
Fall 2018 student landscape architecture projects.
SUBMITTED BY: Building & Development Staff
APPROVED FOR AGENDA: PKC
BACKGROUND: In Fall 2018, Texas Tech University landscape architecture students visited
Rockport and heard about various stormwater related issues from City and County staff. The class
then produced various projects based on different community transects. Dr. Currie will present
and discuss several of these projects with the City Council.
See the accompanying Rockport Transect Study for detailed information.
FISCAL ANALYSIS: N/A.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: N/A

Presentation by Texas Tech University – Feb. 26, 2019 Council Mtg.
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ROCKPORT TRANSECT STUDY
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Zaragoza, Cuauhtemoc. 2018 S Water St. Google Earth. Rockport, Texas. 28°00’41.96”N 97°03’18.77” Accessed 23 October 23, 2018.

“Key Allego.” Digital image. Google Maps. Accessed October 24, 2018. h ps://odis.homeaway.com/odis/lis ng/3ad2b521-1eca-4135-a434e186096fd344.c10.jpg

Zaragoza, Cuauhtemoc. 2018 Rath St. Google Earth. Rockport, Texas. “28°02’37.21”N 97°02’33.54”W
Accessed 24 October 23, 2018

“Rockport Down Town.” Digital image. Google Maps. Accessed October 24, 2018. h ps://i.pinimg.com/736x/2a/c5/c5/2ac5c53b8ea8caad8b104c9912a486d2.jpg.

Aransas Wildlife Refuge

Lydia Ann Island

South Water St. Rockport, TX.

Key Allegro, Rockport, TX.

Rath St. Rockport, TX.

Downtown Rockport, TX.

T3 SUB-URBAN ZONE

T4 GENERAL-URBAN ZONE

T1 NATURAL ZONE

T2RURAL ZONE

Aransas wildlife refuge. Part of the same county as the
city of Rockport showcases wilderness home to a number bird species and native plants like the Live Oak tree.
This is a protected zone with undisturbed shorelines.

Cuauhtemoc Zaragoza

LARC 3415

Dr. Melissa A. Currie

Lydia Ann Island is formed of wetlands, grasslands, natural open spaces, creeks. The island’s only three structures include a house, barn and a light house.

October 26th, 2018

South Water St. neighborhood in the south side of city
of Rockport is made up of single family homes with
large open spaces. Its density is lower than the rest of
the city.

Key Allegro and small lot single family residences with
access by both water and ground. The area’s average
income is higher than the city of Rockport.

T5URBAN-CENTER ZONE
Rath St. in Rockport is a main corridor that communicates the north side and the city’s special district. Big
retailer chains like Walmart, HEB and Bells are located
along this street. Multi-family housing and the local high
school are also connected by Rath Street.

SD SPECIAL DISTRICT
Rockport’s special district also known as the city’s downtown area is conformed of local owned business such
as coﬀee shops, restaurants, boutiques and furniture
stores. The pastel colors of its buildings creates a small
coastal town atmosphere. This were locals and tourists
gather and interact with each other.
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Rockport, TX

Uraban Transect
By: Connor Jones

Source: 28 02’56.96”N and 97 05’09.13” W.
July 2011. October 23, 2018

Source: 28 01’30.40”N and 97 06’33.35” W.
June 2011. October 23, 2018

Source: Bradfordproper es.com

Source: 28 03’19.01”N and 97 02’29.53” W.
July 2018. October 23, 2018

Source: 28 01’18.42”N and 97 03’04.07” W.
June 2018. October 23, 2018

Source: 28 02’41.12”N and 97 01’40.25” W.
July 2018. October 23, 2018
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MICHAEL TSAPOS

URBAN TRANSECT STUDY : ROCKPORT, TEXAS

2
R-

1
R-

The natural zone includes the marsh ecosystem on the
edges of the live oak peninsula. The marsh ecosystem
is shrinking in Rockport due to urbanization and beach
front housing/ resorts.

natural

The rural zone includes large amounts of coastal live
oak forests, intermittently fractured by small country
homes that typically have small square footage.

rural

LARC 3415
10/26/2018
DR. MELISSA CURRIE

4
R-

3
R-

The semi-rural zone is laid out more like a residential
street but has more traditional rural parcel layout and
street drainage. This zone includes fractured coastal live
oak forests by roads and homes.

semi-rural

The suburban zone has traditional Texas suburban
street style, parcel size, and curb and gutter drainage.
Street trees have been introduced, and only the live oak
trees remain from the inland forests.

The general urban zone includes main commercial
corridors, with large 5 lane streets and increased parking
lots for businesses. Almost none of the coastal live oaks
are present in this zone.

suburban

SD

5
R-

general urban

The special district has the most urban density, with
traditional style commercial buildings, street parking,
and sidewalks. Fractured coastal live oaks are present,
similar to the suburban zone.

SCALE : 1” = 200’

special district

SCALE : 1” = 10’
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T6- Historical Special District
T5- New Commercial
T6- Special District

The SD zone
stands for Special
District. In the case
of Rockport, this
area is located next
to the aquarium
and is considered
by many to be the
heart of the city.
This area features
much smaller roads
that force the user
to slow down and
appreciate the rich
history.

Location: The Daily Grind

T4-High Density Residential

T5- New Commercial

SD- Historical Special District

Location: Rath St.

T3-Low Density Residential

The T5 area is mostly
commericial use. This
would be getting more
into the main roads
of Rockport and have
much wider streets
that contain a middle
turn lane that branch
off to newer commercial development.

T2-Agriculture
T4-High Density Residential

Location: Key Allegro.

T5- New Commercial
T3-Low Density Residential

Location: N terry St.

The T4 area is a high
density residential zone.
This tile represents the
neighborhood of Key
Allegro in Rockport. The
neighborhood of Key
Allegros housing is very
dense. Far more dense
that the T3 zone. These
areas typically fall much
closer to town.

T2-Agriculture

Location: 5911 County Road

The T3 area is a low density, subruban zone. This
type of area lie just on the
outskirts of Rockport. It is
a little bit more dense in
terms of housing from the
Ag zone.

T1-Natural

Location: Roddy Island

The T1 area is a natural
area. This part of the transect is for the most part
untouched. For Rockport,
These ares are mostly
barrier islands such as
Matagorda island. They
play a critical role in the
entire bay ecosystem and
are becoming more and
more disrupted.

T1-Natural

The T2 area is an agriculture zone. This can
consist of drilling, graze
animals, or even growing things like cotton or
corn. Very few people live
around these areas. But
the ones that do typically
have a larger lot size than
those in the city.

T2-Agriculture

T4-High Density Residential

T3-Low Density Residential

Rockport
Transect
Matthew Hoffman
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ROCKPORT TRANSECT STUDY
SAMANTHA STEC | LARC 3415 | DR. CURRIE | NOVEMBER 6, 2018
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Hemingway's Bar & Grill

Write a description for your map.

Legend
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Feature 1
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samstec T2

samstec T4 sec1/2

4-The Birds
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Rockport City Hall
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Rockport Daily Grind
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Rockport Pilot
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Sacred Heart Elementary School

Sacred Heart Elementary School
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The Aquarium at Rockport Harbor

The Aquarium at Rockport Harbor
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T2 RURAL ZONE, SAN ANTONIO STREET

➤

T1 NATURAL ZONE

© 2018 Google
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© 2018 INEGI

T3 SUB-URBAN ZONE, E CEDAR STREET
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© 2018 Google

T4 GENERAL URBAN ZONE, KEY ALLEGRO

T5 URBAN CENTER ZONE, PERCIVAL AVENUE

T6-SPECIAL DISTRICT, DOWNTOWN

© 2018 Google

4.85 ft

10 ft
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TRAYLOR ISLAND

RURAL LIVING

NEIGHBORHOOD COMMUNITY

KEY ALLEGRO

COMMERCIAL SHOPPING AND DINING

DOWNTOWN ROCKPORT, HISTORIC DISTRICT

Zone T1 consist of the natural landscape
with zero building structures present. The
natural water way running through Traylor
Island was selected to showcase some of
Rockports natural beauty

Zone T2 is the rural zone, consisting of scarce
building structures, mainly homes, on one or
more acres of land. It is a blend of the natural
zone and emerging community.

Zone T3 is the sub-urban zone which is the
neighborhood community. Here, houses are
built closer, yards are smaller compared to T2
and roads are mainly paved.

Zone T4 is the general urban area. This area is
primarily close knit housing with little yard space
and far less vegetation compared to T3 and T2.

Zone T5 is the urban canter zone. This is a high
commercial use area, consisting of multiple
restaurants and shopping destinations.

Zone T6/SD is the special district zone which
pertains to the historic downtown district
of Rockport and is located right along the
water front.

TWO LANE
TRAFFIC

TWO LANE
TRAFFIC

TWO LANE
TRAFFIC
SIDEWALK
SIDEWALK

TWO LANE
TRAFFIC

ONE
LANE
TRAFFIC

ONE
LANE
TRAFFIC

MEDIAN
SCALE 1” = 20’
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ROCKPORT TEXAS

Grant Huber
LARC 3415
10/11/2018
Dr. Currie
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RESILIENCY ON THE TEXAS COAST : CONDITIONS OF ROCKPORT, TEXAS

MICHAEL TSAPOS
LARC 3515
10/10/2018
DR. MELISSA CURRIE
ETHNICITY

VISION STATEMENT

ZONING MAP: GENERAL & HERITAGE

ETHNICITY
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT
ETHNICITY
Hispanic

The city of Rockport will rebuild using sustainable and resilient methodologies to craft a more prosperous, environmentally friendly, and safer
future. The use of LID and green infrastructure shall be implemented to reduce the flooding hazard and increase resiliency along the coastline.
The strengths of Rockport will be accentuated with environmental conservation and restoration efforts that protect and enhance the livability
of the city. Green infrastructure, conservation, and greenspace will be a connected system that increases the social and economic conditions of
Rockport by increasing ecotourism, infrastructure, and social systems. Rockport will grow along a contextually sensitive regional plan that sets a
framework for the city to thrive throughout the coming years.

Hispanic
Hispanic

Asian
African American

Asian
African American
Asian
African American

ETHNICITY

White

Hispanic

White
White

Asian
African American

WATERSHED BOUNDARY ANALYSIS

Jobs

CITY BOUNDARY ANALYSIS

Jobs

Jobs

3%

3%

3%

3%

ENVIRONMETNAL

3%

NATIONAL LAND CLASS DATABASE

Jobs

ETHNICITY

ethnicity

job force

Hispanic

94%

3%

94%

3%

94%

Employed
Employed
Asian
African American

Employed

White

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

Employed

3%
3%

TNRIS
94%

Employed

Unemployed

EPSG

.5 FOOT CONTOUR DATA

POPULATION PER SQAURE MILE

ESRI

ESRI

US CENSUS

TNRIS

Opportunities:

FEMA FLOODPLAIN ANALYSIS

ESRI TAPESTRY

SOILS

1: Vacant Land Use is an opportunity for Commercial Low Impact development
2: Vacant Land Use is an opportunity for Residential Low Impact development
3: Existing Golf Course is an opportunity to add storm water management
4: Natural areas prime land for green infrastructure/ park space linear
corridor
5: Restoring wetlands in Little Bay to increase ecotourism and stormwater
storage
6: Rockport Beach Park prime for living shoreline
7: Austin Street Corridor could have an increased Ecotourism presence
8: Keep natural wetland systems for stormwater management

The FEMA Floodplain Hazard Map
for Rockport is shown, with the
major hazard areas symbolized.
Rockport's FEMA floodplain map
suggests that much of the coast of
Rockport is under the AE floodzone,
which is the base floodplain where
base flood elevations are provided.
A small part of Rockport is under
the AO floodplain, which are
river or stream areas with 1% or
greater chance of shallow flooding
each year, usually in the form of
sheet flow. Along the coast of
Rockport there are areas with the
VE floodplain, which are coastal
areas with 1% or greater chance
of flooding and have an additional
hazard associated with storm
waves.

Constraints:
1: Land not annexed by the city, not allowing for any policies to be enacted in
the area.
2: Largest source of commercial tourism is within a floodplain
3: Existing seawall does not increase stormwater capacity, or habitat
4: The encroachment of single-family residential in an area surrounded by
wetland
ESRI

EPSG, FEMA

NRCS

Example of green
infrastructure system of a
bioswale or rain garden.

Not in Labor Force

Unemployed

Unemployed

Unemployed

Unemployed

Not in Labor Force

Not in Labor Force

Not in Labor Force

Not in Labor Force

94%

PLANNING ISSUES & TRENDS
Jobs

FEMA

3%

White
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Rockport, TX

State of the Community
Watershed Boundaries

Average Home Value

Source: ESRI

Source: Sea Grant

Age Distribution:
Rockport, TX is known as a friendly
coastal community where many people go
to retire or live a laid back lifestyle,
therefore creating a slightly older
population.

$215,374

Source: Sea Grant

Texas Gulf Region

Central Texas Coastal

Climate Data
Average High
Temperature

Average Low
Temperature

79°

64°

Cost of Living

Climate Data:
Due to its coastal proximity,
the climate in Rockport is
relatively mild. The city
experiences warmer winters
and cooler summers with
occasional extreme weather
events.

6%

below national
average
Source: Sea Grant

Source: ESRI

Central Texas Coastal

Aransas Bay

Opportunities/ Constraints

Existing Zoning Map

OPP:

Living shoreline and
trail System

CON:

Key Allegro: This Rockport
community experienced high
wind damage following
hurricane Harvey. This
area is also susceptible to
bulkhead sliding problems
which should be considered
during regrowth

Flooding problems
should be addressed

OPP:

Constructed
wetlands park

CON:

Major drainage
problems

Austin Street: This area of
Rockport is a large tourist
attraction. People come to
Rockport to engage in activities
such as fishing, art, sailing,
kayaking, bird watching, and
shopping. This is a key area to
Rockport;s economy.

CON:

Major drainage
problems

OPP:

Prime land for
development

CON:

Flooding Problems
should be addressed

OPP:

Potential wetlands
preservation

OPP:

Heavy Industrial District: The
proximity of this district to the
bay is potentially threatening.
Aransas Bay has some of the
most pristine waters of the
Gulf Coast and they should be
protected from heavy pollution.

Future commercial
corridor

OPP:

Future commercial
corridor

CON:

Drainage issues

1 mile

1 mile
https://www.cityofrockport.com/557/Zoning-Map

Precipitation/Rivers

https://www.cityofrockport.com/557/Zoning-Map

Railroads/Airports

Population Data

Low Rainfall

Low Density

Medium Rainfall

Medium Density

High Rainfall

Source: ESRI

While there is an extensive river system
surrounding Rockport, the peninsula itself
is lacking a strong river drainage system.
The city receives about 33" of rainfall per
year

Source: ESRI

With 3 airports and a railroad Near Rockport, the
city is very accessible for those wishing to go in or
out.

High Density

Fema Flood Zones

Source: ESRI

Rockport itself has a population around 8,000, with
the major city of Corpus Christi about 30 minutes
away. This helps create the laid back atmosphere
in a still convenient location.

Source: FEMA

About 76% of the Rockport population
lives in a flood zone. This means special
consideration should be considered in
implementing LID and Green infrastructure
techniques to alleviate unavoidable flooding.

Vision Statement:

The city of Rockport has an abundance of natural resources that create a rich city environment for its residents as well as for the tourists. The city should
strive to continue their growth in smart, clean ways that can withstand the changing climate, as well as the changing economy. As the city of Rockport moves forward with regrowth
and new development, more policies should be implemented to sustain the cites growing potential.

Elizabeth Lane
Dr.Melissa Currie
Larc 3415
10/11/2018
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The Cove: Bird Sanctuary & Estraury
Rockport, TX

Design Narrative:

Materials List:

The purpose of the Cove is not
only to educate but to protect. By engaging the community through a inviting and natural environment we hope
to teach people that sometimes the
best way to fight nature is to protect it.
The Cove wetland will show how green
and natural infrastructure can help
save lives and homes through its efficiency to capture and hold water, all
while supporting a healthy ecosystem
of birds and fish that Rockport is known
for.

Grasses:

Trees:

Ammophila breviligulata
/Shoregrass

Taxodium Distichum/
Bald Cypress

Salicornia/Pickleweed

Quercus virginiana/
Live Oak

Spartina spartinae
/Gulf Cordgrass

Wood

Porous Concrete

Glass

Rubber Playground Surface

Corten Steel

Asphalt

The Cove:

1

SITE PLAN

3

2

4

5

1

Legend:
A

2

Perspective:

Perspective:

3

A’

1

Wetlands Play Area

2

Education and Arts Center

3

Wetland Green Roofs

4

Head of Main Trail

5

Boardwalks and Bird Watching Towers

6

Nature Walk Area

7

Lookout Point

Education & Arts Center

7
6

Wetland Drainage

Wetlands are natural sponges. They soak up and
retain water which is then slowly filtered, as long as
a few weeks, removing pollutants and debris. Once
filtered, the clean water is deposited into the ocean
or becomes ground water. Wetlands are essential to
any healthy ecosystem. They support a large variety
of animals and the clean water promotes a healthy
population of fish. Because of this wetlands are some
of are most important and protected part of the ecosystem. Wetlands can serve another purpose too,
however. Because wetlands are natural points of flow
and have an ability too retain water they are able to
minimize the impacts of floods or large storm events.

Boardwalks at Dusk

The Cove wetland is able to hold and retain not
only the first flush of rain on site, but can easily handle a good amount of the surrounding watershed. In
its current state The Cove wetland can hold well over
2,000,000 cubic ft of water. Through smart practices
and increased maintenance and care it will be able
to handle and filter substantially larger amounts of
water.

Section:

Education & Arts Center (A-A’)

Education Building

Arts Center/Green Roof

Pond Bridge
Educational Gardens

0

10

20

40
Feet

Alec Sawtelle
Dr. Currie
LARC3415
12/04/2018

Altering Impacts
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Grant Huber
LARC 3415
Dr. Melissa Currie

Ecological Urbanism and regional Planning in Rockport, TX
Project Intentions

In a complex coastal system, the pressure of the ever-changing urban form impacts the resiliency of an
environments ability to absorb impacts. This project sets out to address the potential flooding, pollution,
and degradation of coastal wetlands, bays, and prairies, while educating and engaging the community
in its connection to nature. Through a set of complex and dynamic tools and typologies, green infrastructure and phytoremediation elements can be applied across a large scale in Port Bay. Creating a
common and easily flexible toolkit of edge treatments, preservation zones and techniques, and remediation methods, a multitude of problems can be solved over time.

Existing Constraints

Enhance Refresh Connect Learn
Capture Floods
Clean Pollution
Secure Ecosystems

Restore Ecologies
Remediate

Network of Activities
Link Communities
Provide Resources

Show Best Practices
Teach the Future
Research Solutions

																					Treat
Bauxite Filtration Ponds
Productive Re-Grading

Biofiltration Posts

Regrade tailing ponds from holding to draining

Terraced filtering slows water to percolate and filter

LP
+

HP
+

LP
+

HP
+

Floating Wetland Cells
Modular
orientations

Dense plantings filter pollutants

LP
+

Size Variations Accept Water Levels
3
2
1

Soil Swapping

Anchoring provides habitat

Living Shoreline//Phyto Ponds

Proposed

Regraded soil is swapped to aid in new berm construction, and treated

Depressed ponds allow for
Flood attenuation

Existing

Wetlands provide first filtering of polluted
bay water, and absorb
storm surges

Alumina Production Filtration & Site Remediation

Protected
Wetlands

Seawall Trail

Phytoremediation Tree
Plantings
Stands of concentrated
tree plantings will take up
pollutants from soil to cleanse
both soil and water

Proposed

Improved plantings can aid in the filtration of Air suspended particulate matter, Agrochemicals runoff, Alkaline soils, and Bauxite contamination

Constructed living shorelines incorporate elevated berms, plant anchored slopes,
wetland zones and minimal hard infrastructure to protect from wind erosion, storm
surges, and pollution

Existing

Alumina processing releases Bauxite rich slurry into tailing ponds,
contaminating soils, groundwater, and releasing heavy metals into the bay

Green Infrastructure Typologies

Wetland Trail & Wildlife Viewing Stations

Plan
Integration of bioswales, street tree
infiltration wells, pervious paving,
and native plants can aid in flood
control, infiltration, and runoff
filtration

Raised Walkways allow visitors
to traverse the wetlands, salt
marshes, and sensitive habitats
of wildlife without disturbing the
natural hydrologic systems or plant
communities. Re-purposed Shipping
containers provide an inexpensive
and resilient source of shelter and
activity staging

Low Intensity

Axo

Medium Intensity

Pilings allow Walkway to meet grade or float

																					Adapt
Ecological Focus Zones
High Intensity

Wetlands Preserved

Inland Prairie Restored

Phytoremediation Ponds

Slow infiltration cleansing

Flood Control// Air cleansing

Biofiltration

PHYTOREMEDIATION/ LID
INTERVENTIONS

LID Parking

Planting Plan

Bioswale

Subsurface Constructed
Wetland

Infiltration
TreeWell

Regional Wetland Park

Flex-Use Container
Structures

Outdoor Edu/
Event Space

Raised Walkway Connection

Shipping Container Outposts

Rec Fields/Stormwater Retention

Demonstration
Wetland

I

Amphithe-

Permeable Paving //
Green Roof

III

II

IV

Stormwater Retention Pond

Typologies

Community
Engagement Center //
Education Hub

Oyster Reef Restoration

Floating Wetland Cells

14,200’
Retail Space
Nightlife

N

I

LID Parking Lot

Living Shoreline Trail

Scale: 1”-100’

9.3 Miles

SITE RUNOFF: 95 CF
RUNOFF STORED: 1840 CF
20X STORMWATER STORAGE

III

Raised Wetland Trails
18 Miles

Wildlife Viewing
40 Units

Bauxite
Remediation
3633 Acres

Constructed Wetland
183 Acres

Enhanced Wetlands
6070 Acres

II

MASTER
PLAN

IV
N
Scale: 1”-2000’

Invite
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Rockport Active City Park
Design Concept: Active

City Park

When the visitors arrive to the Rockport Active City Park they will be greeted by a park visitor center. The visitor center will be designed using LID techniques such as porous concrete and bioswales. The park visitor center will be dedicated to educating visitors about constructed wetlands and native bird species. The active trail and bike trail start at the visitor
center and loop around the site. Located on the active trail is the Bird Watching Garden. This garden will display signs about Rockport native birds. The gardens will include plant material that will attract these types of native birds. A constructed wetland is along the active trail and bike trail. This wetland will collect runoff from surrounding development and filter
the water before it enters the bay. The active trail has exercise nodes where visitors can workout while traveling through the park. The bike trail is separate from the active trail to give
bikers better conditions and to keep the active trail safe. This park gives the people of Rockport a place to interact with nature without compromising the environment.
Site Plan
6

Legend
Visitor Center
Exercise Trail
Bike Trail
Bird Watching Garden
Exercise Nodes
Bike Trail Bridge
Fishing Pond
Kayak Drop Point
Constructed Wetland

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4
9

2

3

1

5
8
7
6

Scale: 1”= 200’
Bike Trail Bridge Section

This bridge will be located at the north and south sides of the park. The bike trail bridge serves as a crossover to the active trail. It allows the bike trail to be seperate and lets the active trail to function uninterrupted.

Exercise Node & Active Trail Section

These exercise nodes will be located throughout the park on the active trail. These areas allow users to exercise while traveling through the park.

Exercise Area & Active Trail Axonometric

Bird Watching Garden Perspective

Throughout the park there will be eight exercise nodes. They
will include body-weight exercise equipment and benches for
relaxing during workouts. The active trail is a 1.7 mile loop.

Low-Impact Development Parking Lot

The total area of the site is 86 acres. During a 1” storm event
the site collects 341,143.7 cubic ft. of water. With a constructed wetland and two retention ponds, during a 1” storm
event the site can hold 1,791,370 cubic ft. of water. This is a
sufficient amount of storage for the park.

Site Materials & Plant Exploration
M5

P1
P2
P3

M4

M6

M5

P5
M2
P6

P2

M3

P1
P3
P6

P4

P1. Turk’s Cap

P2
M3

P6
M1

M4. Cut Stone Benches

M2. Gray Pea Gravel

M5. Cedar

P3. Coralbean

2-3 feet tall. Hiscus like flower.
Fruit is edible. Attracts hummingbirds, fruit birds, and butterflies.

6-16 inches tall. Can be red & yellow in variation. Grows well with
grasses. Attracts hummingbirds.

Low, glossy-leaved shrub. Grows
well in sun and part shade. Attracts hummingbirds other birds.

P4. Eastern Red Cedar

P5. Southern Live Oak

P6. Yaupon

M5

M1. Decomposed Granite

P2. Indian Paintbrush

M3. Porous Concrete

M6. Corten Steel

30-40 ft tall. Evergreen, aromatic tree. Resistant to extreme
drought, heat, and cold.

40-50 ft tall. Deciduous tree.
Wide spreading, picturesque
tree. Grows well in many soils.

12-45 ft tall. Produces small red
berries. Single or multi-trunk evergreen tree. Attracts birds.
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REVIVING ROCKPORT

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
STRENGTHEN THE COAST
• Re-nourish exis ng dunes and beach front
• Implement na ve vegeta on along outer edge
of beach and on dunes
RESTORE THE WETLANDS
• Increase biodiversity within exis ng freshwater
wetlands
• Strategically plant na ve species to a ract fauna
PROMOTE COMMUNITY ACTIVITY
• Provide opportuni es for outdoor recrea on
and bird watching
• Place educa onal and historical sign-age
throughout site features

BY: CONNOR JONES
Following the destruc on of Hurricane Harvey, the city of
Rockport began an inves ga on into more eﬀec ve and
sustainable solu ons to managing stormwater a er major
storm events. Reviving Rockport explores alterna ve
methods of preven ng disaster through a restora ve
approach that u lizes the natural zone outside of the city.
The project will create a regional park that improves the
coast, absorbs ﬂood waters, and engages the community.

CONTEXT MAP

CONCEPT IDEA

SITE INVENTORY

RECOVERY

OPPORTUNITIES ANALYSIS

Promote
birding by
implemen ng
pavilion

Introduce
U lize beach
plant species as natural
that a ract
ﬂood barrier
wildlife

Create loop
trail that
connects site
features

Capture +
clean
stormwater

Revegetate
and stabilize
beach

SITE PLAN

Ϫ

ϫ
ϩ
Ϩ

TRAIL HEAD
BIKE TRAIL
BEACH TRAIL
KAYAK LAUNCHING POINT
BIRDING DECK
Ϩ

ELEVATED NATURE WALK

ϩ

EXISTING FRESHWATER WETLAND

Ϫ

WETLAND BOARDWALK

ϫ

RIPARIAN TRAIL

0

WALK THROUGH THE WETLANDS

EXISTING FRESHWATER WETLAND AREA IS
COMPLETELY SATURATED AFTER HURRICANE
HARVEY AND IS IN THE PROCESS OF RECOVERY.

REPLANTING NATIVE SPECIES RE-HABITATS
DIVERSITY OF VEGETATION. DURING THIS
PHASE BOARDWALK IS INSTALLED AND.

ECOSYSTEM BOUNCES BACK AS WELL AS THE
WILDLIFE RESULTING IN A DIVERSE LANDSCAPE.

Autumn Sage - Salvia greggii

Sea Rocket - Cakile

Camphor Daisy - Rayjacksonia

Gulf Croton - Croton punctatus

BEACH TRAIL

Big Bluestem - Andropogon gerardi

Sea Oats - Uniola paniculata

Bi er Panicum - Panicum amarum

BEACH AND DUNE STABILIZATION

RECREATION

BIRDING DECK

ELEVATED NATURE WALK

WETLAND BOARDWALK

BIKE AND WALKING TRAILS

Indian Blanket - Gaillardia pulchella

Prairie Blazing Star - Sycnostachya

Texas Coneﬂower - Rudbeckia

Gamagrass - Trips acum

Indian Grass - Sorghastrum nutans

Bulrush - Schoeno plectus

Huisache - Vachell ia farnesiana

Honey Mesquite -Prosopis Glandulosa

Baccharis - Baccharis spp.

Shoal Grass- Halodule wrigh i

Rush Grass- Juncus

Pickerelweed - Pontederia cordata

Goldenrod Flwoer - Solidago

Black Eyed Susan - Rudbeckie hirta
Treated Planks

PLANT PALETTE
Beach Morning Glory - Ipomoeapes caprae

2000

4000
FEET

ECOLOGICAL & REHABILITATION REPLANTING

Corten Steel

500 1000
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Main Entrance

SitePlan

Location

Sitting along highway 188
leaving the city of Rockport,
running along Port Bay. A site
which once was a forgotten
estuarine wetland, has been
revitalized to become a natural
preserve that will serve as an
educational facility and
ecotourism destination for bird
watchers, trail biking aficionados,
school field trips and locals. The
one of a kind preserve will have
amenities and sites that will not
only be aesthetically pleasing,
but will also remediate pollutants
from the bay as well create natural
shields against storm events
aiming for the city of Rockport.
Welcome, to the Rain Drop
Natural Preserve.

City: Rockport
County: Aransas
State: Texas
Country: United States
Zip Codes: 78381-78382
Population: 10,645 (2016)



Narrative










 





   









 






Stormwater Calculations
Initial retention volume: 1,905,4413.702 ft3
Proposed impervious runoff volume: 8,937.504 ft3
Retention features volume: 354,978.72 ft3
Proposed final retention volume: 19,400,454.918 ft3

Scale: 1”=500’

A)Rain Drop Campus

Crab Cascade

SitePlan

A relaxation area where visitors can take a break from the sun and
enjoy the view of a giant crab sculpture. An iconic figure to
locals sits in a water retention area that is irrigated in precipitation
events by a green roof that sits on top of the research building.
A symbol lost to Hurricane Harvey rises again.

Behind the campus building, a series of raised wooden nodes are
the perfect way to experience the famous bird watching events the
region is famous for as well for the constructed retaining ponds
that fill vicinity with life.

As visitors make their way into
the preserve, the first stop of
their trip should be the main
campus. A research and
educational facility that acts as
the heart of the wetland
experience will greet visitors
with recreational and
educational viewing areas that
will give folks the opportunity
to learn about the native flora
and fauna that surrounds the
city of Rockport.
(Reference siteplan for more information.)

Isometric view

A

A
B

C

D

A) Filtration strip
(Filters chemicals from cars )

(Allows water to seep through )

B) Stone aggegate

B) Sandy soil

The Rain Drop Preserve prides itself of utilizing pervious parking in all its
parking lots. The model to the right demonstrates how the chosen
materials capture runoff and divert them through a bio filtrating retention
swale.

(Aids runoff filtration)

(Base for pavers/growing media)

C) Compacted planting mix

C) Stone aggregate

(Base for vegetation)

(acts as a reservoir for the water)

D) Drain

D) Undisturbed soil

(Aids in big storm events)

(Stability)

B)Droplet Garden

D

C

A) Porous pavers

Pervious Parking

B

Corridor Perspective

Bay Perspective

Amidst the trails that make up
the preserve, a series of nodes
along the shore line were
designed to create intriguing
spaces where visitors can take
a break from the trails and
take in the view of the seasonal
wetlands on the bay and the
droplet designed
pollinating-retention ponds
found on each node that tells
the tale of the native species
that are native to the area.
(Reference siteplan for more information.)

Isometric view

Narrowleaf cattail

Southern cattail

Typha angustifolia

Typha domingensis

Saltpepper

Iris leaf rush

Polygonum hydropiper

Juncus xiphioides

Common reed

Trailing daisy

Phragmites australis

Sphagneticola trilobata

Droplet Pond Section Cut

B)Key Island
This design of a terraced
floating wetland gives a major
contribution to Port Bay.
Situated just across from the
bay, an aluminum treatment
facility has spilled pollutants
into the bay for too long. By
placing several of these islands
along the bay, the quality of
water will exponentially
increase due to the iotic
washing happening under the
island, in the roots of the
flora. Biofilm made of
microbes cover the island and
its roots.

Hidden Habitat

Native Fauna Species
Red drum

Spotted trout

Moon jellyfish

Sea turtle

Sciaenops ocellatus

Cynoscion nebulosus

Auerlia aurita

Chelonioidea

A

B

E

G

B
These microbes then rid the
water of pollutants (BOD/
TOC,P,Cu,Zn,N,
Ammonia) and ultimately
creating a cleaner and healthier
body of water.

Freshwater drum

Sheepshead

Aplodinotus grunniens

Archosargus
probatocephalus

C

D

A

C
D
F

E

Phytoremediating Native Flora

(Reference siteplan for more information.)

Section A

Section B

Bulrush

Narrowleaf cattail

Bulrush

Beard grass

Typha latifolia

Typha angustifolia

Typha latifolia

Polypogon monspeliensis

Section C
Southern cattail Water cordgrass
Typha domingensis

A
B
C
softstem bulrus

Indian Ricegrass

Reed canary

Schoenoplectus
tabernaemontani

Oryzopsis hymenoides

Phalaris arundinacea

spartina alterniflora

Pollinators

G

F
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The Triple R Preserve is dedicated to creating a better tomorrow for Rockport. There
are three components to the design of the park. The Recreational aspect which includes
an ampitheater, chapel, reception spaces, camping grounds, walking trails, and an eco
hotel where guests stay in sustainable villas. The second aspect is the Resiliency this is
taking place throughout the entire site with low impact design and green infrastructure, but
the main focus is in the constructed wetland and mangrove buffer. Finally, the third focus
is in research. With a state of the art Research facility that has expiremental agricultural
fields, a botanical garden, green houses as well as the entire preserve to conduct research
and experiments. The goal of Triple R Preserve is to enhance and protect the lives of the
residents of Rockport.

LIMESTONE
Seat walls/ Retaining
Walls

Native stone reduces
costs, aesthetically better
than concrete.

Retaining walls/ Buildings

Cheap and very strong,
holds up in storms.

Wood decking/ Railing

promotes infiltraion,
good for decks and
bridges.

Swales/ Raingardens

Promotes infiltration,
aesthetically pleasing,
doesnt wash away.

CONCRETE

WOOD

RIVER ROCK

Winding through the middle of the mangrove
buffers, the kayaking path puts guests right in
the heart of the Triple R Preserve’s driving focus
of using nature to create better living practices.

Located at the focal point of Triple R Preserve
the lookouts will provide guests easy access
to breath taking views that they will always
remember.

Throughout the hiking trails signs and the landscape
will provide easy access to ranger staions in case of an
emergency.

The Harvey Strong Hiking Trails are 4, 523 Acres of hiking trails that wind
through the revitalized wetland and show case the mesmorizing beauty of
Rockport Texas. The hiking trails are dedicated to the strenght and resilience
of the town during the Hurricane Harvey. Even though the town was directly
hit by the storm, the town came together and found a way to recover. Triple R
preserve wants those same values to be shared in the resilency of its design.

Pomegranate
Punica granatum var.

Magnolia
Magnolia grandiflora

Shrub

Shrub with fruit to
encourage wildlife to
come to the area.

Large Tree

Large native tree, 40 ft.
tall.

Tree with wet feet

Great for wet lands,
very durable during
storms.

Small Tree

Tree with fruit to encourage wildlife to the
area.

Red Mangrove
Rhizophora mangle

Wild Olive
Olea europaea

SECTION OF KAYAKING TRAIL THROUGH
HARVEY STRONG HIKING TRAILS

GRAYSON BORCHARDT
LARC 3415
DR. CURRIE
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The ampitheater located immediately after
entering the site will be a perfect location for
any of Rockport’s needs. With a sustainable
and zero runoff site the design will provide
memories for generations.

Highway Hideaway is a 367 Acre haven for both wildlife and people. On the site is a
Research facility dedicated to the Environment and Agriculture, an Ampitheater for
the town of Rockport, an Eco Hotel that will tranform the current agricultural fields
into a tourist hot spot, a wedding chapel with adjacent reception spaces, and a campground. The Highway Hideaway is based in the thought that the environment and developement can work together to create resilient and sustainable sites. The design of
the site is brought together by the design of the buildings using green roofs and low
impact developement throught the entire site. The goal is not only to be zero runoff
but the increase the amount of water stored in the area.

The Eco Hotel will
bring all new life to
Rockport’s thriving
tourist economy.
People will come
from all over to
experience living in
a sustainable site
that puts people
right in the middle
of nature.

The research facility is dedicated to creating
a zero runoff facility. Using green roofs and
bioswales through the site. A phytoremediation buffer around will prevent any pollutants
to leave that may be produced on the experimental agricultural fields

Flooding is a major issue for the Gulf Coast region. Triple R
Preserve can add 1, 553, 579.09 cubic feet of stormwater
storage to the region using just the water storage in Highway Hideaway

SECTION OF ENTRY IN HIGHWAY HIDEAWAY

The 7, 135 Acres of constructed wetlands is set up to take the place of the current
water storage that is set up for an Aluminum factory. Using sonstructed wetlands and
phytoremediation to deal with the pollutants will not only bring biodiversity back to the
area it will also create a space that is better for the region as a whole because it will
add to the max water capacity in the area. The Wetlands are connected to Harvey
Strong Walking Trails to allow workers to tranistion between the two, but it is restricted
access to thr public to lower the risk of accidents. The public will be able to view the
system from lookout towers the run along the division line.

Big Muhly
Muhlenbergia lindheimeri
Flower beds/ Buffers

Sand Cordgrass
Spartina bakeri

Big Blue Stem
Andropogon gerardi

Native large grass,
Block views and
provide privacy

Wetlands/ Native
Areas

Native grass great
for wetlands and
retention areas

Wetlands/ Native
Areas

Native grass

Waxmyrtle
Myrica cerifera
Large shrub for
planting beds

Great Shrub to
provide privacy and
color

Large Shrub for
planting bed

Great Shrub to
provide privacy

Japanese Yew
Taxus cuspidata

Japanese Yew
Taxus cuspidata
Native tree for general
planting

Native plant great for
biodiversity

Japanese Yew
Taxus cuspidata
Large tree for general
plantings

SECTION OF THE WETLAND SYSTEM

GRAYSON BORCHARDT
LARC 3415
DR. CURRIE

All around a great tree

Copano Bay Estuary

cb
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A Divison of the Mission-Aransas Estuary Project

estuary

Resurrection of Copano Bay

A serious issue has formed in Copano
Bay resulting in a section of the bay
that has been deemed unsafe for shellfish
harvesting by the FDA. Through the
implementation of increased native
plantings, and a new ecological friendly
flow line for the contaminated Aransas
River, the Copano estuary will be
brought back to life allowing one of
Rockports biggest economic drivers
to return to business in the Copano
Estuary. There will also be a state of the
art research center constructed to track
the bays health and well being while
also being able to perform tests on the
constructed wetland that will act and
work in the same manner as the actual
Copano Estuary.

B
F
E

A
D

G
C

A

Aransas River Inflow

B

Existing Agricultural Land

C
D
E
B

B

B

F
G

Polluted Aransas River Water:
Water flowing downstream from the City of
Beeville, the City of Sinton, the City of Taft and the
town of Refugio tested positive for high amounts of
Enterococci and E. coli bacteria. This tainted water
is colliding with the saline water of Copano bay thus
creating a dead zone.

Under Water Natural
Purification System

Underwater Natural Purification System:
Using a unique way of channeling water
through the planting of native grasses,
water will be slowed and purified along
the Aransas River flow line eliminating the
existing Enterococci and E. Coli bacteria
that is flowing downstream harming the
Copano Estuary.

Additional Mangroves
Under Water Natural
Purification System

Center Flow to Slow Water and
Send it Down Stream for the
Next Group of Under Water
Natural Purification System

Copano Estuary Research Facility

Rehabilitation of Habitat:
Multiplying the number of existing red
mangroves that are in the area will not only
help create a natural hurricane buffer, but
will also create a healthier environment for
the estuary ecosystem that will be in the
process of being re-established.

Under Water Natural
Purification System

Copano Bay Research Control

A

B

Copano Bay Research Control

C

D

A

Copano Bay Control Simulator

C

Research Facilities

B

Recycled Container Homes

D

Aransas Bay Control Simulator

Facility is Designed with South-Eastward Facing Sand
Dune Walls for Extra Hurricane Wind Resistance.

Research Facility Green Roof Overlooking Copano Bay
Copano Bay Estruary

Copano Bay Estruary

Plant/Materials Palette

Big Bluestem
‘Andropogon gerardii’
Bushy Blue Stem
‘Andropogon glomeratus’
Island Sea Oats
‘Uniola paniculata’

Use

Description

Provide Shade/Block Wind

10-40’ Tall, Evergreen,
Long Living

Provide Shade/Block Wind

Materials Used
Decomposed Granite Parking:
Permeable, Affordability, Low Maintenance,
Durability, True Grid Technology

10-40’ Tall, Great Fall
Color, Long Living

Absorb High Levels of Nitrogen

5-7’ Tall, Large Ornamental
Seed Head

Absorb High Levels of Nitrogen

3-5’ Tall, Large Ornamental
Seed Head

Soil/Dune Stabelizer

3-5’ Tall, Grows in Clusters,
Long Spreading Roots

Sugar Cane Plumegrass
‘Saccharum giganteum’

Ideal for Controling Bacteria Runoff

3-5’ Tall, Grows in Clusters,
Lives in Water

Gulf Cordgrass
‘Spartina spartinae’

Buffer Between Natural and
Agricultural Land

3-5’ Tall, Grows in Clusters,
Lives in Water

Eastern Gammagrass
‘Tripascum dactyloides’

Absorb High Levels of Phosophorous

3-5’ Tall, Very Solid Root
Structure

Gulf Muhly
‘Muhlenbergia capillaris’

Produce Nice Pink
Ornamental Seed Head

2-4’ Tall, Pink Seed Head,
Used for Screening

Mitigate Tropical Storms and Provide
Natural Habitat for Native Birds and Fish

5-7’ Tall, Tangeled Root
Structure, Evergreen

Red Mangroves
‘Rhizophora mangle’

Proposed New Mangrove Fields

Side Flow Purification:

Additional Mangroves

Shummard Red Oak
‘Quercus Shumardii’

Proposed New Coastal Buffer

Native Coastal Grassland Buffers:
Through the implementation of native grasses in between
existing agricultural land and Copano Bay, fertilizer runoff
will be greatly reduced thus creating a greater supply of
oxygen in the Bay for the natural ecosystem.

Water Unsuitable for Shellfish Harvesting:
The combination of fertilizer runoff and untreated waste water
flowing down the Aransas River have created a section of
Copano Bay that is considered unsafe by the FDA to consume
shellfish that are harvested in this area.

Center Flow Purification:

Live Oak
‘Quercus Virginiana’

Copano Bay

Solutions to the Environmental Issues:
Fertilizer Runoff from Surrounding Agricultural Land:
High volumes of nitrogen and phosphorus are running off of the
surrounding agricultural land feeding massive algae blooms that
are consuming all of the oxygen in the water before the natural
environment has a chance to consume it thus creating a dead zone.

Name

Proposed Research Facility

F

Factors Causing Environmental Issues:

Research Facility

Proposed Ecological Islands

Zero Run-Off Storm Water Calculations
Total Site Area: 18,722,321.02 sqft
Required Water Holding Capacity @ 1”: 1,553, 952.64 Cubic Feet
Total Area of Impermeable Surface: 1,728 sqft
Total Site Water Holding Capacity: 1,601,041 Cubic Feet

Shipping Containers:
Recycled, Hurricane Resistant, Low Maintenance,
Durability, Affordable

Native Plantings:
Easily Found in Region, Affordable, Resilient,
Storm Water Tolerable, Self Sustaining

Wooden Piers:
Affordable and Durable, Low Maintenance, Built
from Recycled Materials

Research Facility

Side Flow to Slow Water and
Send it Down Stream for the
Next Group of Under Water
Natural Purification System
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Indulgence
authentic coastal living
master plan

site context map

9
11

10

design narrative

12

located in cozy rockport, tx, this project demonstrates how
lid and green infrastructure can create safe, affordable, and
functional spaces that allows the community to indulge in
their laid back life style and rich natural environment. This
project provides affordable and safe housing for a low income
neighborhood severely effected by flooding. A large green belt
running through the development helps the site act as a sponge
to the city- capturing, holding, and cleaning water before it is
released into copano bay, while also providing natural habitat
to birds and wildlife, and creating active green space for all
nearby neighborhoods. This increased connectivity enhances the
relationship between the residents of rockport, the environment,
and the indulgent lifestyle that captures the essence of the region.

materials palette
permeable pavers:
used for parking and sidewalks, there interlocking concrete
pavers help filter and direct storm water into the ground,
reducing runoff.

13
8

cut curbs:
used along roadways, these curb cuts
all d swales along the roadside.

composite wood:
used for decks and boardwalks, this
wood fiber and plastic to create
a lightweight and low maintenance
alternative to wood.

1 assisted living facility
2 duplex units

A’

cistern:
used for rainwater collection, these
tanks reduce runoff by collecting
rooftop runoff

7

3 office buildings
4 retail space

6

ribbon curb:

5 residential/retail road

used along roadways, these flat curbs
allow storm water to runoff into
swales to infiltrate the ground.

6 apartment homes
5

used in roadways, this material
improves infiltration into the ground
directly through the pavement.

8 community center

A

porous asphalt:

7 cottage style homes

1

9 single family homes

4

2

10 nature/ birding center

3

11 Wetlands
core ten steel tree grates:

12 walking paths

used for parking and sidewalks, there interlocking concrete
pavers help filter and direct storm water into the ground,
reducing runoff.

13 outdoor courts

section a-a'

total retention area provided
through retention swales and
ponds:

528,246 cf.
pedestrian circulation:

131,397 sf.

vehicular circulation:

137,803 sf.

impermeable roofs:

223,323 sf.
total area needed for 500
year storm event

53 cottage style single family units
26 duplex units
34,000 sf. assisted living space
87,424 sf. apartment space

- 26,400 sf. retail space
- 20,128 sf. office space
- 16,837 sf. community center
- 12,192 sf. birding/ nature center

3. upland

the aquatic plant environment is
defined by submerged or partially
submerged plants, or plants
with floating leaves. Plants
should be able to withstand
minimum oxygen in roots, as well
as withstand high amounts of
pollutants washed from higher
elevations.

the riparian zone is characterized by
plants that can withstand wet feet
from a high water table or hydric
soils. reducing soil erosion in this
zone is critical.

this zone is defined by more
woody plants. This area is further from the water and the
soils are less hydric.

forbs

-

2. riparian

Blue medplantain
(Heteranthera limosa):
salt resistant annual
wetland plant, 1' tall,
blue and white blooms

Golden canna
(Canna flaccida):
a 4' perennial rain garden
plant, grows in clusters,
provides texture and color

Gulf coast gayfeather
(Liatris acidota): used
in rain gardens and
bioswales, 3' perennial,
showy purple flowers

grasses
new housing types

1. aquatic

Maidencane
(Pancium hemitomon):
pollutant absorbing
wetland perennial, 4'
tall, year round color

Sand spikerush
(Eleocharis montevidensis):
1' perennial used in rain
gardens, yellow or brown
conelike flowers

Inland sea oats
(Chasmanthium latifolium):
grows well in shaded
areas, 3' perennial,
drooping seed stalks

shrubs

assisted living exercise courtyard

storm water retention capaci-

Buttonbush
(Cephalanthus
occidentalis): 3-8'
tall perennial, reduces
erosion, round flowers

Leucothoe
(Leucothoe racemosa):
salt resistant 12' perennial
with white bell flowers, used
for erosion control

Virginia sweetspire
(Itea virginica):
9' perennial, barrier
plant, long white tassel
flowers

trees

nature center and birding preserve

414,853 cf.

Water hickory
(Carya aquatica):
100' perennial, shade
tree that assists with
erosion control

Overcup oak
(Quercus lyrata):
90' shade tree, acorns and
textured foliage.

American sycamore
(Platanus occidentalis):
shade tree and erosion
control, 100' perennial

Elizabeth Lane
Dr. Melissa Currie
LARC 3415 Regional Planning
12/04/2018
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RAIN GARDENS

SAILING THROUGH THE WETLANDS

BOARDWALK

Sailing through the wetlands is a design that highlights nature, offering residents
of Rockport the opportunity to explore, learn and be adventurous. The new
development moves away from the traditional approach to wetlands and storm
water management by implementing low impact development strategies and
educational resources that will reduce the risk of flooding. This design approach
welcomes a native flora fauna and the unique characteristics of their region.
Locals and visitors will journey into a natural scenery away for the hectic city life
inspiring a healthy life style.

A
1

B

6
2
5
4
5
c 4

3

SITE MAP KEY
1. Single Family Residential
2. Mix Use Development Multi-family Residential/ Commercial
3. Wetland Educatioanal Center
4. Rockport Botanic Garden
5. Rockpor Boardwalk
6. Rain Gardens

SITE PLAN

WETLAND EDUCATIONAL CENTER

5 ‘ Sidewalk

6’ Bioswale

12’ Traffic lane

12’ Traffic lane

6’ Bike lane

6’ Bioswale

5 ‘ Sidewalk

5 ‘ Sidewalk

6’ Bioswale

12’ Traffic lane

10’ Bioswale

12’ Traffic lane

6’ Bike lane

5 ‘ Sidewalk

RESIDENTIAL STREET A

RESIDENTIAL STREET B

Permeable Concrete

Streets, sidewalks

Susitainable Wood

Decidious/Evergreen. Yellow bell shaped glowers can up to 25
ft.

Boardwalk

Parking Lots

Allow for water infiltration.

Metal/Light Colored Rooffing

Fast growth rate. Can reach up 60’ tall.

Rain Gardens

Muhlenbergia capillaris
Perennial grass, purple spikelets are purple .

Wetland Educational Center

Anisacanthus quadrifidus var. wrightii

Increase energy efficiency, reduce maintenance costs

Plants Transform pollutants and
sediments by acting as natural filters
into nutrients resulting in a higher
water quality

Shade

Fraxinus pennsylvanica

PLANT PALLET

Grown on ecofriendly forest. bamboo, cane, mango and
maple.

Permeable Paving

Focal Point

Tacoma stans

Reduces the amount of untreated runoff.

MATERIAL PALLET

3

Attracks wildlife

Perennial grass, purple spikelets are purple .

Trees, grass and roots reduce the
speed of runoff from impervious
surfaces.

Wetlands C
Wetlands recycle nutrients, filter certain pollutants, recharge groundwater and provide
habitat for wildlife. Wetland also serves as primary flash flood prevention reducing flood
damage, reducing shore line erosion and create recreational opportunities.
Cuauthemoc Zaragoza

LARC 3415

December 4th, 2018

Texas TechUniversity

Dr. Melissa A. Currie
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THE BLUE
RIBBON

P O R T B AY

NE W

P

Retention Depressions Greater than 2ft.

OR

10

Depression size exceeds
10 acres in holding
capacity.

E

Retention Depressions Greater than 2ft.

SITE

AR A N SA

5

SB

AY

Acre

G

SITE

T H E RITA

Acre

Depression size exceeds
5 acres in holding
capacity.

Retention Depressions Greater than 2ft.

Acre
SITE

1

Depression size at a
minimum of 1 acres in
holding capacity.

LOW IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT

NEWPORT
HERITAGE

Flood Impact and Drought
Sustainable planting
LEGEND
1The Blue Canal
2Scenic Gazebo Gathering

Live Oak

Holly Yaupon

3Loading and Launch Area
54

Retail Courtyard A

57

New Zealand Flax Cattail

5

Retail Courtyard B

56

Reed Canary Grass

Pennisetum alopecuroides

Interactive Green Median

56
57

Main Entry

8

5

Reflective Sanctuary

2

9

Cafe

54

3
1

9

8

LOW IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT
Street Trees

Oak Wood
Concrete Paver

BRICK

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

Carton Steel

ACTIVE GREEN MEDIAN

Stone

Porous Asphalt

SCENIC GAZEBO GATHERING

B

ELIJAH SIMPSON

Narrative:

C

REQUIRED WATER PER SITE:
3,674,088 CF

Hurricane Harvey severely impacted the city of
Rockport, TX in 2017. Land, homes and lives were
taken and inefficient development was swept
away. Rebuilding wasn’t an option but rather a
necessity. The proposed development of Triple P
Research and Wetland Conservation Center consists of a wetland conservation area, a forest conservation area, a research facility and low impact
development reaching into the existing community. Plants and materials in the design provide benefits to the ecosystem while research studies to
better the gulf coastal plains region as a whole.

The wetland conservation area consists of a trail leading to a dock which overlooks a wetland system. The
plants in this area are native and or adapted to the
area and provide aesthetic and educational benefits.

C

A

C

Low impact developments such as green roofs and bioswales are utilized with the area consisting of the research and conservation center along with the nearby shopping center. Usage of
these spaces include a variety of activities. These include:
Hiking through your choice of paths in the Octopus Forest Trail
Visiting the Triple P Research and Conservation Center
Enjoying the view of the Mangrove Wetland Dock
Catching a movie in the nearby shopping center

D

E
E

PLANT PALETTE:

MATERIAL PALETTE:

Name:
Metal Wall Panels

Recycled Concrete Aggregate

Repurposed Limestone

Porous Asphalt

Use:
Research facility walls

Description:
Low cost and maintenance, low demands on structure, energy efficient
and sustainable.

Pathways throughout the octopus and
mangrove trails

Reduces pollution and conserves natural resources. Promotes infiltration

Research facility, shopping center, and
community street sidewalks

High in calcium, contributes to nearby plant life. Good for detention
sources of water. increases nutrients and removes iron from water runoff.

Research facility parking lot and shop-

Less runoff, longevity, environmental and affordable

ping center parking lot

Recycled Concrete Aggregate

Throughout the Wetland Conservation area

Reduces pollution and conserves natural resources, Promotes infiltration

Eastern Red Cedar (Juniperus Virginiana)

Octopus Trail and Forest Preservation,
parking lots

Wildlife benefits, can be used for tea

Bottle Brush Tree (Callistemon)

Parking lots, planter beds

Health benefits, medicinal uses

Water Oak (Quercus Nigra)

Octopus Trail and Forest Preservation

Wildlife benefits

Red Mangrove (Rhizophora mangle)

Wetland Conservation

Shorline protection, erosion protection, maintain water quality

Spider Lily (Lycoris radiata)

Green roofs, planter beds

Medicinal uses, health benefits

Showy Evening Primrose (Oenothera speciosa)

Octopus Trail and Forest Preservation,
planter beds, green roof

Medicinal use

Allium Millenium (Allia)

Planter beds, green roof

Attracts butterflies and bees, water consuming

Sabal Palm (Sabal palmetto)

Wetland Conservation

Medicinal use

Texas Redbud (Cercis Canadensis)

Planter beds

Aesthetic

F
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Living With Nature A Round About Way
Ryan Beatty
Dr. Melissa Currie
LARC 3415

Site Plan

Living With Nature

2

4

4
4

5

2

5

10
2

7

5

5

2
2

5
5

5

5

5

5

5

10

8
1

5

9

6

8

4

5

4

5

9

10

Often as cities grow, the nature and wildlife
is an afterthought. Highways make way for
businesses and neighborhoods often building in
preserves, prairies, wetlands, and forest. “Living
with Nature” ﬂips that role and encourages
people to design with nature as a forethought.
People come to Rockport from all across
country in search of the great ﬁshing. They may
even want to buy a piece of gorgoues Texas.
To keep this part of Texas wild, the delicate
ecosystem needs to stay intact.

4

5
3

1

10
10

3

1
3

3

1
9

Legend

4

1

1. 5+ Acre lots
2. 1 Acre lots
3. Patio Homes
4. Nature Preserve
5. Mixed-Use Commericial Buildings
6. Hotel
7. Civic center
8. Civic center with temporary housing
9. Boardwalk
10. Wetlands

4

1

1
1

1

The Storm

In August of 2017, Rockport, TX, was slammed by Hurricane Harvey. Harvey
destroyed a good majority of the trees which in turn damaged homes when the limbs
crashed into and fell onto the homes. To prevent this from happening again, a buffer
is created by using low growing but dense plantings that will catch debris and lower
the felt impact of the hurricane. By using mangroves and palms in the wetlands, the soil
quality is improved as well as lowering hurricane classiﬁcations. Outside of the buffer,
larger trees can be planted that will continue to attract wildlife and give them homes
that were destroyed.

Adaptive Mangrove and Palmetto Plantings Require Very Little Input

Mangrove Forest Protecting Homes and Attracting Wildlife

Grass Buffer Behind 1 Acre Lot Preventing Chemicals from Entering Wetland

Patio Homes During A Hurricane. 3.5ft. Deep Swales Collect Water
Allowing for the Water to Inﬁltrate the Ground

Native Adaptive Plants Collect Pollutants from Rooftops and Automobiles

Phytoremediation

Homeowners of Texas love a gorgeous lawn and take great pride in their homes.
Unfortunatelly, this can cause fertilizer, insecticide, and herbicide runoff. To protect the
bay, marshes, and wetlands. by using grasses and plants such as Crape Myrtles, Gulf
Muhly Grass, and Pink Muhlyy g
grasss; these chemicals are absorbed before they harm
ﬁsh.
Sabal minor/Saw Palmetto, 7’x10’
Buffer

Parkinsonia texana/Texas Palo Verde, 10’x10’
Buffer, Yellow

1 Acre Lot with Trees Planted Away From the House

Diospyros Texana/Texas Persimmon, 20’x12’
12’
Deer Resistant, Buffer

Chilopsis Linearis/ Desert Willow, 20’x30’
Deer Resistant, Fragrant

Hurricane protection/Planning
One of the major problems with a
hurricane is the lack of space needed for
victims of a hurricane. When the storm
hits and destroys houses, there is often a
shortage of housing for volunteers, tourists,
and current residents. At the heart of this
plan, there is a civic center with 2 4-story
wings that are designed to house victims.
When not in use, the ﬂoors can be used
for businesses, conventions, or expos.

Rhizophora mangle/Red Mangrove,15’x30,Yellow
Buffer, Attracts Wildlife

Quercus Virginiana, 40-80’x60-100’, Yellow
Large Evergreen

Coastal Grasses

Pervious Parking

Pervious Parking
ki
king

Recyclable Material

Section
Diospyros Texana/Texas Persimmon, 20’x12’
x12’
Deer Resistant, Buffer

Plant/Material Palette
Patio Home
Mangrove Forest Protects
Homes

Persimmon & Crape Myrtles Protect Homes From Flying Debris
While Attracting Wildlife

10ft. Wide Roads Slow Down
Trafﬁc and Prevent

Using mangroves and crape myrtles, homes are a far lower chance of having tree
damage due to limbs breaking or whle trees falling. The Crape Mytles are also
fragrant and attract birds, making it a bird watchers dream.
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ROCKPORT, TX
												
RE-EMERGED

QUERCUS VIRGINIANA
LIVE OAK
EVERGREEN
40’ - 60’ TALL

ROUND-A-BOUT

USED PRIMARILY FOR A GREAT SOURCE OF SHADE

SABAL TEXANA
TEXAS SABAL PALM
EVERGREEN
40’ TALL

VERTICAL MULTIUSE BUILDING
(ROOF GARDEN)

ATTRACTS BIRDS, LOW WATER REQUIREMENT, LARGE FAN
LEAVES ARE AESTHETICALLY PLEASING TO THE AREA

CERCIS CANADENSIS VAR. TEXENSIS
TEXAS REDBUD
DECIDUOUS
20’ TALL
DROUGHT AND HEAT TOLERANT, BOLD AND VIBRANT
COLOR

LID PARKING LOT

RAIN HARVESTING
TREE SCULPTURE

COY POND
LOCATED AT THE ENTRANCE OF CITY HALL
PARTICULAR FISH USED EAT MOSQUITO LARVAE
REDUCING THE AMOUNT FOUND IN THIS AREA

LIGHTHOUSE

CITY HALL
COY POND
WELCOME SIGN`

POROUS ASPHALT
USED IN PARKING LOTS AND CROSSWALKS
PROMOTES INFILTRATION, IMPROVING WATER QUALITY

RAIN WATER HARVESTING TREE SCULPTURE
A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF WATER USED DAILY CAN
BE REPLACED WITH HARVESTED RAIN WATER USED FOR
FLUSHING TOILETS, GROUNDS MAINTENANCE, AND
IRRIGATION

SITE PLAN CLOSE UP

CITY WELCOME SIGN

CITY HALL ENTRANCE

OVERALL SITE PLAN

----- 10’ -----

VERTICAL MULTI-USE BUILDING WITH GREEN ROOF

----- 12’ -----

----- 10’ -----

----- 12’ -----

----- 10’ -----

STREET SECTION

SAMANTHA STEC | LARC 3415 | DR. MELISSA CURRIE | DECEMBER 4, 2018
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REVITALIZATION

Andrew D. Castilleja
LARC 3415
Dr. Melissa Currie
December 4, 2018

Site Narrative

Devastated by hurricane Harvey, this site represents more than just a disaster zone, it represents hope, resilience, and revitalization.
By redeveloping the area that is vital to the towns economy, this site includes a new Blue Crab, Resilience Bay Board Walk, Extension of
current Beach, and implementation of LID and Green Infrastructure. Through these new elements, this site does more than just rebuild, it
brings new opportunities for tourism and prepares the area for future disasters and flooding. By redeveloping native wetlands and incorporating constructed wetlands, this site acts as a sponge in normal rain events and prevents less damage in a large storm event like
Hurricane Harvey. All of these elements come together to give the citizens of Rockport, TX a vital part of their town back and also gives
them more opportunities to build towards the future.

Site Plan

Total Runoff to account for...

Total Retention Available
908,081.25

2,524,074.24

5

Median Swale Close Up

6
4

10
9

Key

1. Festival space
2. Beachwalk
3. Texas Wildlife Learning Center
4. Exploration Boardwalk
5. Information Center
6. Fishing Hot Spot
7. Median Swale
8. Revitalized Crab
9. Beach
10. Beach Lounge

2

1

7

3

Exploration Boardwalk

This site replaces a run-down beach on the far southeast side of the island and redevelopes it into a wetland
exploration boardwalk that showcases the areas wildlife and vegetation. Not only that, but the area also provides the city of Rockport the opportunity to reflect back on the damages and harm caused by Hurricane Harvey, while also devoting some of its attention on how far the city has come by utilizing recycled materials from
damages to build certain elements on the site. Thus representing hope and revitalization.

Green Infrastructure Techniques

Beachwalk

This site incorporates a new feature throughout the begging part of the beach to pull individuals from the festival space to the beach and rest of the site. With palm trees and grasses lining the walkway, this site provides
users with the experience of being on an untouched beach getaway with breathtaking taking views and wildlife.
This site not only is special for it’s views, but it also showcases recycled material from damages from the past
Hurricane. So in essence, the user is walking the footsteps of revitalization and hope.

Site Details
Beach Elevation

Beach and Festival Entrance

Plant and Material Palette
Recyled Concrete
Used in planter beds
and swales

Recycled Wood

Used on boardwalks

Seashell Concrete
Used in paving

Pervious Asphalt
Used in parking lots

Crushed Rock

Used in planter beds
and swales.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Smooth Cordgrass (Spartina
alterniflora)
Salt Meadow Cordgrass
(Spartina patens)
Salt Reed (Spartina cynosuroides)
Black Needle Rush (Juncus
roemerianus)

•
•
•
•

Texas Cup Grass (Eriochloa
sericea)
Broomsedge Bluestem
(Andropogon virginicus)
King Ranch Bluestem (Bothriochoa ischaemum)
Sea Oats (Uniola paniculata)
Gulfshore Paspalum (Paspalum vaginatum)

•
•
•
•

Gulf Muhly (Muhlen- •
bergia capillaris)
Sea Lavender
•
(Limonium)
Bitterweed (Hymenoxys odorata)
Butterweed (Packera glabella)
Scarlet Pea (Indigofera miniata)

Coastal Live •
Oak (Quercus
agrifolia)
•
Palm Tree
(Arecaceae)

Seashore Paspalum
(Paspalum vaginatum)
Coastal Bermuda
(Cynodon dactylon pers.)
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REFORMING COASTAL INFRASTRUCTURE
UTILIZING GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AS MEDIUM FOR SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONNECTION
LARC 3415 : REGIONAL PLANNING
MICHAEL TSAPOS

After being devastated from in Hurricane
Harvey in 2017, the City of Rockport is

1

“gateways” to the shoreline

looking at alternate ways to rebuild the city
to be more resilient in the future.

Coastal Infrastructure

4

natural bermed edge with walk

infrastructure

as

a

Reframing

looks to use green
social

engagement

mechanism throughout the special district of

Rockport, Texas. The

proposal will create a

system of greenspaces that serve as regional

3

natural bermed edge

sediment catchment basin

infrastructure to protect, gather, and support

the City of Rockport environmentally, socially,
and economically.

Creating a functioning salt marsh along
Little Bay will protect shoreline edges while
increasing stormwater capacity, creating storm
surge protection, and serve as a regional park
system to engage and connect green space.
The regional park that will restore activity
to long vacant land along Rockport harbor,

2

facilitating economic and social growth in
district.

the

special

and

environmental

Bay

Restructuring

systems

along

social

Little

will increase urban ecology and reduce

habitat fragmentation, leading to a healthier

Rockport/ Fulton region.

WATER STREET PARK

STAIRS TO WATERFRONT

AMPHITHEATER & FAIR GROUND SPACE

PARK PARKING

NEW ROCKPORT AQUARUIM
TOURISM CENTER

AUSTIN STREET GREEN MEDIAN

ROCKPORT FLEA MARKET
YACHT CLUB

RAISED TURF AREA

FLOATING WETLANDS
RESTRUCTURED PORT OPENING

WATER STREET PARK

HULL SHAPED SEATING

MARSH BIORETENTION

BOUTIQUE RETAIL

ROCKPORT PIER ENHANCEMENT

Scale = 1” : 500’

BOAT PLAYGROUND

AUS
TIN

STR
EET

TOURISM CENTER

FLOATING BERM

EVENT CENTER

PIER PARKING

Scale = 1” : 250’
CIRCULATION

STORMWATER RETENTION AREAS

VEHICULAR

TOTAL AREA = 89.5 ACRES

PEDESTRIAN

REQUIRED 1” RETENTION: 327,872 CU FT
MAIN RETENTION AREA = 94443 SQ FT
AUSTIN STREET MEDIAN = 12600 SQ FT
MEDIAN RETENTION BASIN = 153480 SQ FT
(94443 SQ FT) X (3 FT OF DEPTH)
TOTAL OF 781,569 CU FT OF STORAGE

TYPOLOGIES OF EDGES
1: “GATEWAY” TO THE COAST

saltgrass
wood glasswort

Scale = 1” : 10’

saltmarsh
bullrush
saltwort

WATERFRONT STEPS

“GATEWAY” SITE PLAN

2: SEDIMENT CATCHMENT BASIN
Scale = 1” : 10’

ROCKPORT PIER PARK

3: NATURAL BERMED EDGE
Scale = 1” : 10’

4: NATURAL BERMED EDGE WITH BOARDWALK
Scale = 1” : 10’

WATER STREET PARK LAWN SPACE & EDGE
Scale = 1” : 60’

WATER STREET PARK MULTI-USE LAWN SPACE & EDGE

coastal live oak

big bluestem
gulf
cordgrass
eastern
gammagrass

gulf
penstemon
lanceleaf
coreopsis
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Protect and Connect
Matthew Hoffman
Overall Site Plan

Spectial District Close Up

Fulton Mansion Close Up

1

12

13

14

2

16

17
18

15

12.Parking
13.Swale
14.Fulton Mansion
15.Bike Trail Connection
16.Protective Berms
17.Amusement Park Pier
18.Historical Cattle

3

A’

D’

10

B’
9

C’

4

5

Design Narrative:
After the wake of Hurricane Harvey
hundreds of Rockport citizens lost
their livelihoods, especially those in
the special district located directly
off the coast. The Safeguard Park and
protective measures at the Fulton
mansion help to prevent future wind and
storm surge from wreaking havoc on some
of the oldest buildings still standing
in Rockport. These protective measures
feature debris covered berms, “wave
fence” site details, as well as thick
plantings to block strong winds. These
sites not meant to stop the flooding
of Rockport, but rather to prevent
wind and storm surge from destroying
the city. as well as utilizing green
infrastructure and LID in the proposed
complete street. The design also seeks
to connect and activate these spaces as
well as function as an enjoyable space
for tourists and locals.

6

7

8

1.Bike Trail Connection
2.Disc Golf Course
3.Food Truck Drive
4.Amphitheater
5.Private Seclusion
6.Fishing Dock
7.Basketball Courts
8.Soccer Field
10.Complete Streets
11.Protective Berms

Storm Water Calculations

South Austin Street Close Up

South Austin Street Section (A’)

Amount of Sidewalk
Runoff: 134,620

Amount of Road
Runoff: 245,062

10’

5’
Swale

6’
Permeable
Sidewalk

5’

Permeable
Parking

Permeable
Bike Lane

12’

Permeable
Bike Lane

Permeable
Parking

6’

Drive Lane

Swale

12’

Swale

5’

Drive Lane

10’

Materials Palette

Corten Steel

Wave Fence

Total Retention
Pond Volume:
501,491 ft

Board Walk

Permeable Pavers

Sidewalks

Recycled Plastic
Wood

Pervious Asphalt

Roads/Bike

Crushed Granite

Paths

Total Site Area:
1,107,240 ft^2
(x)
.083 (1 Inch)
= 91,900 ft
Total Volume to
Account For:
458,386 ft

5’

Permeable
Sidewalk

Amount of Pervious
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The Future

Narrative: After an unforgettable storm and the power of

Hurricane Harvey, Rockport was left in ruins and in disbelief.
Many sites like the one presented here merely turned into
empty lots and became a vacant grey field in the town. This
5.9 acre site was once a vast grocery store and scattered
retail shops. With sustainable design and green infrastucture,
this site will be revitilized in a new manor like Rockport has
never seen. Plenty of space for new retail shops, resturants,
and bars will be emplimented and connected by naturally
vegitated park that was prepare this town for the next storm.
Amentities in this park were created to bring life as well as
protect. With many places that will be at the ready to hold
storm water when a storm like Harvey comes again.
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Marsh Grasses

Pennisetum alopecuroides
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Common: Chinese Fountain Grass
Common: Seashore Paspalum Common: Sago Palm
Trachelospermum jasminoides Juncus effusus
Common: Star Jasmine
Common: Soft Rush
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Spartina patens
Common: Virginia Creeper
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Common: Live oak
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infiltrate, cost less, and
improves water quality.
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Guide to Green Infrastructure and Low Impact Development

“Much of environmental planning has to do with edges—the lines and ribbons in the landscape where
one environment gives way to another. No edge is more important than that between land and water.”
~ William Marsh

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AND LOW IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT IN THE CITY OF ROCKPORT AND
ARANSAS COUNTY, TEXAS

1. INTRODUCTION
This document contains design guidelines for incorporating Green Infrastructure (GI) and Low
Impact Development (LID) strategies in the City of Rockport and Aransas County, Texas (Figure
2). It stems from a collaboration between the City of Rockport and the 2018 Regional Planning
Studio in the Department of Landscape Architecture at Texas Tech University (Figure 1). Example
implementation projects produced by students over the course of the semester are included to
illustrate how these guidelines can be applied in specific ways within the local conditions. This
approach to new development or redevelopment practices will contribute to a more resilient
community of the future that is better equipped to deal with the impacts of extreme weather
events and a changing climate. Natural disasters are increasing not only in number but also in
their magnitude or severity and can no longer be thought of as the exception—they are the norm.
A resilient community is one that manages recovery, applies lessons learned, prepares, and
implements plans in the period following or between event(s). These practices help communities
adapt and build capacity to withstand or mitigate the effects of future disruptions.
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The timing of this document is significant, which coincides with the passing of the Water
Infrastructure Improvement Act (H.R. 7279) in January 2019 (WIIA).i The added flexibility provided
by the new law will allow communities to implement GI practices to meet water quality standards.
GI is defined in the WIIA as, [“the range of measures that use plant or soil systems, permeable
pavement or other permeable surfaces or substrates, stormwater harvest and reuse, or
landscaping to store, infiltrate, or evapotranspirate stormwater and reduce flows to sewer
systems or to surface waters.”]
This highlights the foundation of
GI, which promotes the use of
natural processes to infiltrate or
reuse stormwater runoff in a
beneficial way at the point where
it is generated. The WIIA also
specifically calls for regional
offices of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to
“promote and integrate the use of
green infrastructure” approaches
to reduce water pollution, protect
water resources, comply with
regulations, and achieve other
environmental, public health, and
Figure 1: Students from Texas Tech University's Department of
community goals.
Landscape Architecture meet with city and community leaders in
October 2018. Source: Neale Currie.

2. ROCKPORT AND ARANSAS COUNTY, TEXAS
The city of Rockport, Texas, is located in Aransas County and is the county seat (Figure 1). It lies
on the Live Oak Peninsula between the Gulf of Mexico and the southern shoreline of mainland
Texas and is surrounded by Aransas and Copano Bays. Rockport has experienced a steady
growth in population over the last several decades and is currently estimated at 10,000 people.
The overall population in Aransas County is approximately 25,000. Historically, Rockport’s
economy was dominated by shipbuilding and farming, but in the 20th century transitioned to a
tourist, fishing, and shrimping base. The area’s location along the Central Flyway, a major bird
migratory route in North America, is also a strong draw for naturalists and an important part of
local ecotourism. The Aransas Bay National Wildlife Refuge provides a refuge and breeding
ground for a wide array of bird life, including the endangered Whooping Crane. Rockport and
Aransas County are noted for their beautiful windswept live oak trees, a dominant feature of the
local landscape. It is also home to the state’s oldest live oak, “Big Tree,” a Champion Virginia
Live Oak estimated to be over 1,000 years old (Figure 5).
The delicate estuarine ecosystem surrounding Rockport creates a stunningly beautiful natural
environment treasured by visitors and residents alike. Its Gulf Coast location, however, also
makes it susceptible to tropical cyclone systems. The area has been impacted by several
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hurricanes over time and was the site of landfall of Hurricane Harvey on August 25, 2017. The
Category-4 storm caused significant damage locally with catastrophic rainfall totals across the
Houston and Southeast Texas region surpassing all previously recorded in the United States.
Many homes, businesses and crafts (boats and airplanes) across Aransas County were lost or
significantly damaged, as were the Rockport City Hall and Rockport-Fulton High School. Nearly
every home in the Holiday Beach community was severely damaged or destroyed by storm surge
and violent winds. In addition to the economic toll extracted by Harvey, the city has also seen a
20% reduction of its population.
It is in the wake of recovery from Hurricane Harvey that this document is produced. The emphasis
on GI and LID in the rebuilding process is an intentional strategy to address local flooding and
drainage problems. Although the area receives an average of 36” of precipitation annually, it can
also experience long periods with no rainfall or torrential rain from tropical storms. In times of
storm, Rockport’s relatively flat, low-lying terrain atop a high water table leads to flooding with
water having few places to drain.

Figure 2: The City of Rockport and Aransas County, Texas locations. Source: Wikipedia.

3. ADDRESSING WATER QUALITY
Capturing rain water where it falls is an important solution to urban runoff. The Clean Water Act
(CWA), first enacted in 1972, has been the major piece of legislation governing surface water
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quality protection in the United States. Along with regulating municipal wastewater treatment
facilities, the CWA governs pollutant levels in discharges and runoff. This important law was put
into place to protect our water for safe drinking, recreation, and the health of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife. The CWA requires a stormwater pollution prevention plan documenting stormwater
control measures (also known as best management practices, or BMPs) to be implemented that
will prevent degradation of nearby water bodies. The CWA mandates compliance with the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), which controls water pollution by
regulating point sources that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States.
Point source pollution, such as that from industrial and sewage treatment plants, is easier to
identify and, therefore, regulate. Nonpoint source (NPS) pollution differs from point source
pollution in that it originates from a variety of diffuse, and often unrecognized sources. NPS
runoff is filled with many harmful things such as excess fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides
from agricultural lands and residential lawns. It contains oils and grease from automobiles and
pavements; bacteria from pet waste and leaking septic tanks; sedimentation and siltation from
construction sites or lands that have been stripped of topsoil; salts and acids from abandoned
mines; and many more noxious contaminants. This polluted runoff is one of the leading causes
of poor water quality, affecting the water supply for both human and nonhuman use (Figure 3).
Many communities are challenged by deteriorating infrastructure and the economic difficulties
in meeting requirements of the CWA. The enactment of the 2019 Water Infrastructure
Improvement Act (WIIA) will make it easier for communities to use GI to efficiently and
economically meet critical water management goals while protecting the health, safety, and wellbeing of their residents. Closely related to GI is low impact development (LID), defined by the
EPA as the “systems and practices that use or mimic natural processes that result in the
infiltration, evapotranspiration or use of stormwater in order to protect water quality and
associated aquatic habitat.” The EPA interprets GI as the management of wet weather flows
using LID processes, and the “patchwork of natural areas that provide habitat, flood protection,
cleaner air and cleaner water.”ii LID is a regulatory response seeking better land development
practices to enhance property values, respect the environment, and benefit both individuals and
the community.iii To achieve these goals, many localities and states have adopted standards that
combine comprehensive land planning and engineering through LID. This involves such things
as nonconventional stormwater management techniques, open space requirements, narrower
streets, smaller lot sizes, and reduced setbacks. Such elements are well-suited to contemporary
planning and zoning approaches to land use policy, for example form-based code, new urbanism
and landscape urbanism designs (discussed below). Other LID techniques include rain gardens
and bioretention methods that use the natural filtering ability of trees, plants, and grading to
remove pollutants from stormwater runoff at the point of discharge. LID minimizes the need for
expensive, underground stormwater systems tied to remote detention ponds.
Data from the EPA’s periodic National Water Quality Inventory reveal a pervasive problem of
poor water quality in the nation’s water resources. Of particular concern is the degradation of
estuarine areas, wetlands, and near-coastal ocean areas like those found in Rockport and
Aransas County. Collectively, they represent areas rich in biodiversity and some of our most
delicate ecosystems. As reflected in the CWA, the EPA has used a command-and-control
regulatory approach to improve water quality by setting standards, requiring discharge permits,
and enforcing penalties against violators. These standards have resulted in a slowing of the loss
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of wetland habitats, the recovery of many degraded estuaries and rivers, a rebound in fish
populations, and the recovery of many formerly contaminated beaches to waters safe for
swimming.
However,
there
are
inherent
problems in the command-andcontrol regulatory approach that
treats land, air, water, and living
resources as separate entities rather
than as an interrelated ecosystem.
Embracing a more holistic approach
that uses alternative solutions based
on prevention, market mechanisms,
economics, developing science, and
land-use planning is in keeping with
contemporary science and the
interdependent nature of estuaries
and human society. This shift has
ushered in an adaptive governance
approach that relies on stakeholder
input, the use of local knowledgeFigure 3: Example of nonpoint source pollution (NPS) illustrating the
based
science, and technologies
types of contamination commonly found in runoff that accumulates as
including
GI and LID strategies, as
it washes across various paved and urban areas and into downstream
exemplified by the passing of the
water bodies. Source: City of Pineville, LA.
2019 WIIA.

4. THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE
Coastal communities occupy the edge between human and natural systems with each impacting
the other. Therefore, a strategy to manage and protect them must also consider the
anthropomorphic influences of human development. We all live downstream and no matter
where we are situated, we are affected by the actions of those living and working in upstream
locations. Pressures to accommodate population growth have significantly altered land use
patterns over the last several decades, and thus upstream activities. Changing land cover and
land use affects the physical, chemical, and biological conditions of downstream waterways;
alters the makeup of flora and fauna; and fragments the landscape into smaller and more
randomly scattered parcels. The impervious landscapes in developed and urban areas made of
paved surfaces, storm sewer systems, and buildings don't allow runoff to percolate slowly into
the ground. Instead, water accumulates and runs off rapidly in large amounts, increasing stream
bank erosion and sedimentation downstream, and leading to flooding and negative effects on
aquatic species. Along with increased water quantities and velocities, urban runoff becomes
polluted when typical ground matter and other impurities picked up from a variety of sources are
flushed into storm drains and carried into receiving water bodies, i.e. NPS pollution (Figure 3).
The combination of a marked increase in the amount of land used per person, the increase in
urban runoff, and the loss of the buffering and filtration provided by rural landscapes and
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wetlands dramatically affects the ability to maintain water quality within a watershed and thus
compromises its ecologic and economic health.
Nearly all endemic terrestrial and aquatic species of flora and fauna are adapted to the stable
water chemistry and consistent hydrologic patterns of infiltration, evaporation, transpiration, and
groundwater discharge that are a part of our natural systems. Natural areas mimic sponges; they
receive surface water, remove pollutants, trap sediments, and facilitate groundwater recharge in
a gradual, balanced manner. Contemporary land-use practices, including row-crop agriculture,
however, have dramatically altered ecosystems through the widespread conversion of rural
lands to developed areas. Rural lands typically provided an important buffer between urban land
and water, but once lost to urbanization, they are gone forever.
The incorporation of green infrastructure (GI) and other environmentally sensitive solutions to
managing stormwater illustrates an adaptive governance approach to improving water quality.
GI is a cost-effective, sustainable, and environmentally-friendly strategy that uses stormwater
capture and reuse, infiltration, and evapotranspiration to maintain or restore natural hydrologies.
This shift preserves the original vision of the environmental movement of the 1970s, now
embodied in the response to the sustainability movement of the 1990s and 2000s, which
emphasizes the need for ecological solutions and innovations. In contrast to the pipe-and-move
philosophy of stormwater management that has been the dominant method for decades, GI and
LID rediscover the ability of natural systems to perform needed functions in a more suitable and
often more economical way.
LID and GI strategies accrue benefits ranging from small, site-specific practices (i.e. reduced
pavement widths, the use of bioswales, rain gardens, and pervious pavements; increased
residential densities; constructing or retrofitting buildings with green roofs; and using reclaimed
water for irrigation) to large, regional scales (i.e. open space plans or conservation easements)
and aim to manage water as close to its source as possible (Figure 4). LID incorporates many
elements that combine value-adding features with non-conventional methods to measurably
reduce the overall impact on the environment. Implementation plans (IPs), required by most
states, can be used to specifically describe planned GI/LID practices including retrofits for
current sites and/or the means of future pollutant load reductions. They can also outline postconstruction requirements for groundwater recharge in impaired watersheds. Increasingly, local
municipalities have adopted these methods into their land-use ordinances to reduce the
stormwater volumes and pollutant loads generated by new development. It is imperative that
future land development (which is governed at the local level) be shaped in such a way as to limit
the volume of stormwater discharges and total impervious surface, while closely monitoring
runoff to ensure that water quality and bank stability of receiving water bodies are not degraded.
Implementing “smarter” land development policy can also provide solutions to the problems of
urban runoff in the following ways: encouraging infill development, replacing greyfield
development with a mix of compact uses and open spaces in revitalization projects, preserving
rural lands, revising local zoning and stormwater ordinances to allow for LID practices, and
investing in community-wide GI such as connected trail systems and bikeways. These and other
“smart growth” policies are good for more than reducing runoff. They also lessen air pollution,
carbon emissions and other climate-changing impacts, while simultaneously protecting the
valuable habitats and functions within an ecosystem.
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In the period following a major disaster, a community must manage many changes that go
beyond the physical impacts. Changes are occurring at a rapid pace outside the normal course
of a community’s trajectory and decisions must be made quickly. In the absence of a plan some
of these changes will be beyond a community’s control.iv The economic benefits realized through
LID and GI practices in the post-disaster rebuilding process can help offset losses incurred. This
can also help reduce vulnerability to negative impacts from future events.

Figure 4: An example of a rain garden designed to capture runoff from a nearby parking lot. Source: US Environmental
Protection Agency.

5. GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AND LOW IMPACT
DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES
An emphasis on the benefits that the wise management of runoff can provide, including reduced
risk and impact from flooding, is central to GI and LID practices. An integrated approach is
appropriate when designing for flood-resistance and can be guided by three specific goals, listed
as:v
1) Reduce flooding during extreme events
2) Provide healthy water for human and natural needs
3) Restore impaired waters
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These goals can be achieved through comprehensive planning, good policy, and the accrued
benefits of several small measures. A strategy to implement GI and LID on a community-wide
scale or individual site-basis follows.

5.1 Understand existing conditions
Condition 1 – Map and classify environmental assets.
Environmental assets that provide ecosystem services such as flood protection for a
community should be identified and mapped. Important features to be preserved, restored,
and protected include: swales, drainageways, wetlands, streams, aquifers, aquifer recharge
areas, floodplains, major native plant communities, steep lands, prime agricultural land,
forests and woodlands, and certain soils. These assets can be classified using the four
categories of natural processes described by Ian McHarg as follows.vi
a) Those that perform work for man – natural water purification; atmospheric pollution
dispersal; climatic amelioration, water storage, flood, drought & erosion control;
topsoil accumulation, forest and wildlife inventory increase.
b) Those that offer protection – estuarine marshes and floodplains, etc.
c) Those that are unique or especially precious – important areas of geological,
ecological and historic interest; wildlife corridors and habitat.
d) Those which are vulnerable – beach dunes, spawning and breeding grounds, and
water catchment areas.
This classification forms a gross hierarchy of intrinsic suitability and is useful when making
development decisions with LID or GI in mind. It is important to protect key ecosystems
because changes to parts of the natural system affect the entire system. The effect of filling
estuarine marshes or clearing upland forests is related to the water regimen and can result
in floods and drought. The construction of outlying suburbs and siltation of river channels
are related as upstream hydrology is altered and runoff increases.
Condition 2 – Map and classify disturbances.
In addition to its environmental assets, a community must also locate and map disturbed
elements in the landscape, such as buried/piped streams, contaminated areas (i.e.
brownfields), abandoned development (including greyfields), spoil areas, hazard areas (i.e.
floodplains), and degraded soils. Climatic conditions should also be noted and whether or
not existing conditions could provide opportunities for renewable energy strategies such as
solar or wind power.
Condition 3 – Identify and protect cultural and historic assets.
Cultural and historic elements are some of the things that contribute to a community’s
uniqueness and create a sense of identity. As such, they should be noted for protection and
their ability to serve as anchor nodes for new or re-development and as destinations along
strategic paths/trails. This may include important buildings like the Fulton Mansion, unique
natural features such as “Big Tree,” sites with special histories associated with Aransas
County or Rockport, or planned infrastructure expansions (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: A unique natural feature in Aransas County includes “Big Tree” located at Goose Island State Park. Big Tree
is a Champion Virginia Live Oak estimated to be over 1,000 years old and was at one time the largest live oak in the
U.S. Source: Melissa Currie.

5.2 Develop Guidelines for New or Redevelopment
The resultant map of environmental assets and disturbed environments will reveal areas that
need to be protected as well as opportunities for redeveloping underused or blighted areas. This
first layer forms an important base for forward-looking development decisions that help build
community capacity. Development guidelines to build on the community’s assets follow.
Development Guideline 1 – Avoid development in flood-prone areas and within floodplains.
Floodplains are relatively flat, low lying areas adjacent to inland and coastal waters that
provide very important functions in the landscape. They allow for overflow of waterbodies
when extreme rain events occur and provide an impoundment area while water levels
recede. Urban or suburban development should be avoided in these areas to protect
lives and properties. Parks, recreational, or sports uses with minimal structures (e.g.
restrooms or pavilions) are compatible with floodplains. This is a practical approach to
land use that leaves more appropriate upland locations available for development while
leaving floodplains open without disrupting their natural hydrologic function(s).
Development Guideline 2 – Reduce Impervious Land Cover.
Most stormwater runoff in urban environments comes from impervious surfaces, which
include roads, buildings, and parking lots. The natural water cycle is disrupted when land is
converted from a natural or rural state to developed land. The capacity for rainwater to
infiltrate the soil is lost, which leads to an increase in the volume and velocity of runoff (Figure
6). Water quality is also reduced through the picking up of various pollutants in runoff as
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described above. Temperatures in runoff from impervious surfaces are also increased which
has a negative effect on the health of fish populations in receiving water bodies by lowering
dissolved oxygen levels. Reducing the amount of impervious surface is a key strategy in LID
for managing stormwater (Figure 7). This can be achieved by:
• Paving less and reducing impervious footprints
o Make use of existing infrastructure by redeveloping infill sites or greyfields
o Implement a “road diet” – reduce lane and driveway widths
o Rethink parking lot design by lowering the number of required spaces in a parking
lot, reducing the size of spaces, and allow shared parking for adjoining uses
o Use parking garages to minimize surface parking lots: encourage a “park once”
strategy by constructing parking garages in central locations that allow residents
to drive to commercial areas, park, and then walk to many nearby destinations

Figure 6: Diagram showing the changes in rates of infiltration, runoff, and evaporation as impervious cover increases.
Source: Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group.
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Figure 7: Diagram showing the streetside implementation of Green Infrastructure methods including reduced paving
widths and the infiltration of stormwater into soil to allow groundwater recharge. Source: Green Infrastructure Toolkit
– Georgetown Climate Center.

Development Guideline 3 – Manage water as close as possible to where it falls.
Hazards such as droughts, fires, flooding, or hurricanes are natural events but they become
disasters when they interact with human systems.vii Flooding in the natural environment is
part of the water cycle. It supports processes that maintain and replenish topsoil,
groundwater, habitats, and needed nutrients.viii In the urban environment, however, flooding
is often the result of increased runoff from large amounts of impervious surfaces and
upstream development. Design strategies at several scales can help mitigate urban flooding
and the impacts of stormwater runoff.ix
•

Design for small rain events – places an emphasis on impervious areas and “first flush”
(first ½” of rainfall)
o Direct downspouts to planter boxes, vegetated areas, rain gardens, etc.
o Eliminate curbs and direct runoff from paved areas to planted/vegetated areas
o Use green roofs (may or may not be occupiable)
o Capture and reuse water through multiple practices
§ Direct runoff from rooftops to cisterns or rain barrels
§ Rainwater harvesting for irrigation
o Conserve water
§ Use graywater systems to recycle and reuse water on site
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Use native plants that can thrive in the local climate with minimal
supplemental water requirements
§ Reduce the amount of lawn, for example replace with a planted meadow
or prairie grass
§ Implement xeric landscape design
Plant trees along streets and in medians
Use pervious pavements
§

o
o
•

Design for moderate rain events (1/2 to 1-1/2” of rainfall)
o Retain natural landscapes where possible
o Bolster the urban canopy by planting trees, understory shrubs and plants
o Convert vacant or abandoned lots to urban gardens and green space
o Create a network of rain gardens, bioretention areas, and bioswales to allow for
infiltration, cleanse runoff, and provide storage for stormwater
o Use underground stormwater management techniques such as infiltration
trenches, perforated pipes, drywells, porous pavements
o Create terraced landscapes
o Use structural soils in urban areas to promote tree growth, increase root density,
cleanse runoff, and allow water infiltration

•

Design for large rain events (1-1/2” to 3” of rainfall)
o Use larger bioretention areas and rain gardens
o Vegetated swales with long flow paths to maximize the time runoff is conveyed
through the swale

•

Design for extreme events (3” or more of rainfall)
o Combined flood measures – i.e. the “sponge city” approach
o Protect and restore riparian buffers along rivers, streams, wetlands, and
coastlines
o Protect and restore wetlands, both those naturally occurring and “constructed.”
o Increase vegetative cover in urban, suburban, or rural/agricultural areas.
o Increase the urban canopy by planting street trees and requiring all new
development to comply with landscape requirements

Some of the benefits derived from the restoration and/or construction of wetlands and increased
vegetative cover include:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Provides vital habitat for plants and animals
Improves water quality
Provides for groundwater recharge
Provides opportunities for passive recreation and education
Protect and restore soil health
Practice crop rotation
Encourage urban agriculture
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Figure 8: Diagram showing various LID and Green Infrastructure methods. Source: University of Arkansas
Community Design Center.

5.3 Site-Level Techniques for Implementing GI and LID
This section presents commonly used, scalable techniques for implementing GI and LID on new
sites or the redevelopment or existing sites. The best approach is to combine several techniques
to realize the maximum benefits of low-impact development and green infrastructure. The
practice of dispersed, small site applications addresses most rain events with an emphasis on
first flush management.
PAVING APPLICATIONS
• Porous pavements – a system used for surface paving that includes a subsurface gravel
infiltration bed. The porous paving material (asphalt, concrete, or pavers) allows water to
infiltrate through it and continue down through the gravel bed. This option can be used
to detain runoff, thus saving land, and is particularly useful in urban redevelopment
projects.
•

Reinforced turf – a system of cells made of plastic, concrete or other material that
prevents soil compaction and allows turf to grow in the voids. The cells create structural
support. This application is commonly used for temporary or occasional vehicular travel
ways, or for overflow parking.

•

Selective curb treatment – eliminating curbs along the edges of paved areas or roads
allows runoff to be directed into adjacent bioswales or rain gardens to provide water for
vegetation. Alternatively, flat (ribbon) curb edges or curb cuts can be used to accomplish
the same purpose.

STRUCTURE APPLICATIONS
• Green roofs – an engineered roof system consisting of a layered system of drainage,
irrigation, root barriers, and waterproofing. They can be designed to be occupied or not,
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and often provide enhanced aesthetics for higher floors overlooking a rooftop garden.
The soil/growing medium layer may range from 1” to 6” for lightweight plantings or up to
several feet deep for larger trees and shrubs with irrigation. All plants should be drought
tolerant and larger trees can be aligned with building support columns.
•

Roof runoff – can be directed to cisterns or rain barrels and stored for use in on-site
irrigation, or discharged into planted areas including lawns, rain gardens, or planter
boxes. Open bottom planter boxes allow for water infiltration through a gravel bed and
cleansing from first flush before discharging into a storm drainage system.

•

Graywater Harvesting – water that has been used once (except from toilets) can be
reused for irrigation.

LANDSCAPE APPLICATIONS
• Bioretention Areas – also called rain gardens, are shallow depressions that capture runoff.
They are planted with a variety of trees, shrubs, and perennials that mimic upper canopy,
middlestory, and ground floor conditions. Native or native-adapted plants should be
chosen able to withstand both drought and flood conditions and that possess the ability
to form a dense root layer to cleanse pollutants from runoff. Rain gardens can be used in
residential lawns, in medians, along roadways, or in other areas adjacent to impervious
surfaces.
•

Bioswales – used to convey runoff from paved areas to retention ponds. The use of
bioswales to connect a series of rain gardens creates a green network effective at
reducing the quantity and velocity of runoff, increasing the time runoff is in a swale to
allow for greater infiltration, and enhancing water quality.

•

Subsurface infiltration beds – a uniformly open-graded aggregate bed under a vegetated
or paved surface. Provide for storage and infiltration of runoff and are especially useful
for athletic fields and parking areas. May be sloped in hilly or terraced areas.

•

Tree trenches – a linear feature typically found along streets and sidewalks where runoff
can be directed. These planted strips promote the health of street trees, especially when
combined with structural soils designed to allow tree roots to penetrate more deeply than
the compacted subsurface found beneath pavement.

•

Street Bump-Outs – an extension of curbs that creates a widened landscape space to
capture street runoff. Most effective when used at intersections, which increases their
size and ability to handle more water. Can be used in a retrofitting strategy for “greening”
urban areas and traffic calming.

6. A FRAMEWORK FOR READING THE LANDSCAPE
The specific approach for applying GI and LID strategies within Rockport and Aransas County,
Texas was to view the study area through the urban-rural transect, also called “the Transect.”
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Ecologists and naturalists use the concept of transects to describe an ecosystem’s
characteristics and the transition from one to another (Figure 9). A transect follows a line cut
through a portion of the environment to illustrate the different habitats that occur along the path.
Urban planners, and most notably architects Andrés Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk,
adopted the concept of the transect beginning in the early 2000s and applied it to patterns of
human development (Figure 9). Standards written for the first transect-based codes became the
basis for the SmartCode, released in 2003 by Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company. The Transect is
useful in organizing a town or city and its outlying areas by classifying it in six zones based on
the level of urbanization present (Figure 10). It is a useful regional framework for land
development and planning across a spectrum of rural, urban, and suburban environments.
The six zones of the Transect include:
• T1-Natural
• T2-Rural
• T3-Sub-Urban
• T4-General Urban
• T5-Urban Center
• T6-Urban Core
• SD-Special District

Figure 9: An ecological transect showing a coastal condition. Source: Center for Transect Studies.x

As seen in Figure 10, the Transect depicts the landscape transitioning from a natural, undisturbed
state in zone T1 through zone T6 in increasing levels of urbanization. Representative land use
patterns within each zone are shown in plan view directly below its elevation. As the zones
increase in development density and population from rural to urban core, corresponding road
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conditions, housing arrangements, and building type intensify. The T6-Urban Core zone is
typified by high rise buildings and intensely developed downtowns. Thus, the T6 zone is not
always present in a local Transect—for example in small towns—where the areas of greatest
density more closely match the T5-Urban Center zone. The SD-Special District zone is assigned
to areas dominated by a specific use that do not fit into a neighborhood, such as a university,
historic, or medical district. The Transect zones are detailed below.xi
It is important to note that the Transect zones do not necessarily lie directly adjacent to one
another as shown in the simplified diagram. Rather, they depict the general condition of each
zone and may be located in multiple, noncontiguous areas forming a patchwork within the same
Transect. The Transect zones are more fully illustrated as they are applied to local conditions in
a subsequent section of this document.

Figure 10: The generic urban-rural Transect. Source: Miami21.org, based on Center for Transect Studies.

The Transect is useful in analyzing and understanding human places, and ultimately in the
development of new settlements that embrace the best of historic urbanism. This approach to
reading a landscape is based on an understanding that the Transect exists as place and evolves
over time.xii The ability to describe and define Transect zones thus gives it the ability to form a
foundation for zoning codes that are more responsive to human needs. It is, therefore, commonly
used as the building block for zoning using Form-Based Code (FBC), which is having a major
impact on the design of our built environment. FBC uses regulating plans that are not based on
lots and uses, but rather the location of the lot in relation to an overall plan and the type of street
it faces.xiii Other differences are build-to lines, rather than setbacks, which facilitate “enclosure”
within streetscapes by maintaining a more consistent vertical edge in urban areas. These
differences allow space to be shaped by the form desired and not by strictly separated uses or
arbitrary zoning lines. In 2011, the city of Miami, Florida, overhauled the city’s zoning codes
through the drafting and adoption of Miami 21,xiv the first instance of a city adopting FBC using
New Urbanism and Smart Growth principles based on the Transect. The visionary Miami 21 plan
earned the 2011 National Planning Excellence Award for Best Practice by the American Planning
Association and is a model for cities looking forward into the 21st century.
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In addition to FBC, Landscape Urbanism (LU) is an
important urban design theory that first emerged
in the U.S. in the 1990s. It looks to the landscape
as the basic building block of the contemporary
city.xv It is a response to the deindustrialization and
decentralization of cities, and the economic,
social, and cultural shifts this caused. LU seeks to
address spaces marked by toxicity and/or social
pathologies left behind as industries followed the
massive exodus to the suburbs. Landscape
Urbanism explores the overlap of architecture,
landscape architecture, and urban design and is
most often associated with the works of landscape
architect James Corner. Corner and his firm Field
Operations have produced such notable projects
as the redevelopment of Fresh Kills Landfill in
Staten Island and the repurposing of an
abandoned, elevated railroad in New York City as
the High Line park (Figure 11). Both are exemplary
brownfield redevelopments that address pressing
issues cities face including such things as capped
landfills, toxic sites, and abandoned railways
blighting the urban landscape.
Central to LU projects is the intent to reintroduce
ecology into the built (human) environment
through GI strategies. LU principles are grounded
in the ideals that design must adapt to the
environment it is in, not the other way around, and
that the urban environment must respect the
underlying ecology of its place. It is a natural
evolution of the philosophy and ecologically-based
techniques described by landscape architect Ian
McHarg in his influential text, Design with Nature.xvi

Figure 11: The High Line park in New York City,
featuring Landscape Urbanism design, was
formerly an abandoned elevated railroad.
Source: Melissa Currie.

All of these approaches can be crystallized in the idea of a “sponge city,” a term used to describe
an approach to urban development that produces a built environment able to absorb, cleanse,
and reuse rainfall to reduce the frequency and severity of flooding. Just as the common
household sponge contains solids and voids of different sizes, the sponge city capitalizes on the
use of open spaces and other infiltration techniques in the built and natural environments to soak
up excess water. This is an important step in realizing a resilient city able to endure times of
stress, such as medium- or large-scale flooding events. It is this perspective that provides the
basis for the GI and LID development guidelines contained herein. In the following section,
example applications for potential new development are presented and organized according to
the Rockport/ Aransas Transect (Figure 12).
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6.1 Natural and Rural Zones
The T1-Natural and T2-Rural Transect zones lie beyond the neighborhood zones. The T1-Natural
zone comprises barrier islands, wilderness, wetlands, forests, and other undisturbed areas of
high environmental value. T1-Natural includes lands unsuitable for development due to
topography (i.e. steep slopes), hydrology (i.e. wetlands or aquifer recharge areas), vegetation
(unique ecosystems and habitats) and also lands permanently protected from development.
The T2-Rural zone comprises countryside lands where some development may occur, but it is
not promoted as existing infrastructure (roads and utilities) is limited or absent. Lands are in an
open or cultivated state with settlement sparse. T2 includes woodlands, agricultural lands,
grasslands, or desert.

6.2 Sub-Urban Zone
The T3-Sub-Urban zone is typically found on the outskirts of town and often does not follow a
grid development pattern. It is dominated by low-density residential uses but contains some
civic and commercial uses such as churches, schools, or small stores. Infrastructure includes
irregular road networks, cul-de-sacs, and municipal utilities.

6.3 Urban Zones
The T-4 General Urban zone is mixed-use but primarily residential with higher densities in the
form of single-family detached homes, duplexes, townhomes, and apartments. Building types
are varied and distinct neighborhoods are present, often with nodes and commercial centers
nearby including civic uses and corner cafes. Commercial and mixed-use buildings are not as
large as those in the urban core, and open space manifests as parks and greens.
T-5 Urban Center zone is the urban core in many smaller towns or cities with a main street
character rather than downtown urban core. It typically features a tight street network, street
trees, and higher density mixed-use buildings. Uses include retail, offices, townhomes, and
apartment complexes. Residential units are often located above shops and buildings are
attached, two to four stories high, with aligned fronts.
The T-6 Urban Core zone is the highest density area with greater variety of uses and civic
buildings of regional importance. The core is the node of greatest activity with high pedestrian
and vehicular traffic. Blocks in the core are large, buildings are greater than four stories and
highly varied in use. Open space is often in the form of plaza spaces and parking frequently in
structured garages or on-street.

6.4 Special Districts
In the Transect, the SD-Special District zones are urbanized areas that contain a particular
activity that do not match the other zones. Uses in the SD-zone include, for example, major
transportation facilities (i.e. airports, depots), industrial districts, university campuses, historic
downtown areas, or hospitals and medical districts.
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7. EXISTING CONDITIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN
ROCKPORT AND ARANSAS COUNTY
As referred to in the above GI/LID Implementation section, the first strategy is to understand
existing conditions. Landscape Architecture students in the 2018 Regional Planning Studio at
Texas Tech University began their projects by first examining a broad range of conditions present
in the City of Rockport and Aransas County at the watershed-level. A class trip to Rockport held
during the semester allowed students to see the area, engage in local activities, talk to residents,
and tour significant sites. In addition, a meeting was held with the class and numerous local
officials and organizational staff involved with the community where needs were discussed and
focus areas mapped. Samples of student plans outlining existing opportunities and constraints
are included below.

EXAMPLE SITES
Copano Bay

ROCKPORT

Aransas Bay

Figure 12: Distribution of example study sites and Transect Zones in Rockport and Aransas, County, Texas. Source:
Melissa Currie.
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The analysis included in Figure 13 identifies Rockport as a, “community of tradition and culture,
natural beauty and sport, unity and strength.” Opportunities are to focus on the area’s history,
new economic opportunities, and preserve its culture. These goals stem from those identified in
resident’s responses to surveys conducted by the city. Wide roads and available vacant parcels
present many opportunities to implement LID and GI projects on a variety of scales. The plan
emphasizes environmental elements including protecting habitat, preservation of wetlands and
a goal to reach and maintain a healthy coastal system. Restraints identified include aging
infrastructure, development in flood zones and on unstable soils, and declining health of
wetlands and urban ecologies.
The analyses shown in Figures 14 and 15 identify a number or opportunities for the community
to grow sustainably, including implementing a living shoreline, using existing wetlands and golf
course for stormwater management, proposed constructed wetlands, the identification of areas
for growth connected by commercial corridors, and focusing on ecotourism. Potential
constraints include areas prone to flooding, and improvements needed to the existing seawall to
increase stormwater capacity and protect habitat.
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Figure 13: A plan of existing conditions, opportunities for growth, and constraints in Rockport and Aransas, County,
Texas. Source: Grant Huber.
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Figure 14: Opportunities for, and constraints to, growth in Rockport and Aransas, County, Texas, identified through
an analysis of existing conditions. Source: Elizabeth Lane.
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Figure 15: Opportunities for, and constraints to, growth in Rockport and Aransas, County, Texas, identified through
an analysis of existing conditions. Bioswale/rain garden detail shown. Source: Michael Tsapos.

8. GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE & LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT
ACROSS THE ROCKPORT AND ARANSAS COUNTY TRANSECT
Because the Transect exists as place and evolves over time, it is specific to location—meaning
the Transect for Austin, Texas, for instance, will be different from that of Rockport, Texas. As
described by Andrés Duany, the use of the Transect in design and development promotes
“immersive environments” where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Thus, all urban
elements can be situated in the Transect continuum. By way of example, a split-rail fence is
appropriate in the T2 Rural zone but would be out of place in the T5 Urban Center. Likewise,
street and road design will vary across the Transect from dirt to gravel to paved, to the addition
of curbs, wider rights-of-way, and medians.
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Figure 16: Rockport and Aransas County, Texas, Transect with Roadway Details. Source: Michael Tsapos.
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Figure 17: Example Transect for Rockport and Aransas County, Texas, showing existing road conditions and
applicable proposed roadway sections across the Transect. Source: Matthew Hoffman.
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The Transect developed for Rockport/Aransas as a part of these guidelines include zones T1
Natural through T5 Urban Center plus the SD Special District (Figures 16 and 17). The SD zone
encompasses the Rockport Heritage District in downtown, extending several blocks east and
west of Austin Street and between Liberty and Market Streets. Figure 18 depicts a detailed
Transect for the local T1 Natural zone expanding inland from the Gulf of Mexico through the
estuarine system of bays and coastal wetlands.

Figure 18: Detailed T1 Natural Zone Transect for Rockport and Aransas County, Texas. Source: Grant Huber.

Student projects representative of potential development within the Transect zones across
Rockport and Aransas County and prepared during the Fall 2018 semester are included in the
attached appendix. Selected excerpts containing suggested uses for each Transect zone and
site-level LID/GI interventions are contained in the following sections. Proposals address
stormwater management needs, plant and material palettes, and the implementation of lowimpact development, smart growth, and green infrastructure methods. When viewed as a
comprehensive vision the projects begin to demonstrate how the “sponge city” concept can be
realized in Rockport.

9. TRANSECT ZONE GUIDELINES AND EXAMPLE PROJECTS
9.1 T-1 Natural and T-2 Rural Transect Zones
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Figure 19: T-1 and T-2 Transect zones. Source: Connor Jones.

Recommended uses in the T1-Natural zone include lands for ecological restoration, constructed
wetlands, trail and/or bikeway networks, regional or large parks, and nature preserves.
Development is discouraged.
Recommended uses in the T2-Rural zone include farming/agriculture, large-lot residential (1-ac
or larger), industrial agriculture, camps, large parks and recreation, greenways, and ecological
or agricultural tourism. Roads maintain a rural condition.

Figure 20: Typical Roadway Section in the T-2 Rural Transect zone. Source: Grant Huber.
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Figure 21: T-1 Transect zone example project addressing issues of flooding, pollution, and the degradation of coastal
wetlands, bays, and prairies, while educating and engaging the community in its connection to nature. An ecological
restoration focus around Port Bay features proposed oyster reef rejuvenation, a regional wetland park, and bauxite
remediation. Source: Grant Huber.
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Promote
birding by
implemen ng
pavilion

Introduce
U lize beach
plant species as natural
that a ract
ﬂood barrier
wildlife

Create loop
trail that
connects site
features

Capture +
clean
stormwater

Revegetate
and stabilize
beach

SITE PLAN

TRAIL HEAD
BIKE TRAIL
BEACH TRAIL
KAYAK LAUNCHING POINT
BIRDING DECK
ELEVATED NATURE WALK
EXISTING FRESHWATER WETLAND
WETLAND BOARDWALK

0

RIPARIAN TRAIL

500 1000

2000

4000
FEET

ECOLOGICAL & REHABILITATION REPLANTING

WALK THROUGH THE WETLANDS

EXISTING FRESHWATER WETLAND AREA IS
COMPLETELY SATURATED AFTER HURRICANE
HARVEY AND IS IN THE PROCESS OF RECOVERY.

REPLANTING NATIVE SPECIES RE-HABITATS
DIVERSITY OF VEGETATION. DURING THIS
PHASE BOARDWALK IS INSTALLED AND.

ECOSYSTEM BOUNCES BACK AS WELL AS THE
WILDLIFE RESULTING IN A DIVERSE LANDSCAPE.

Autumn Sage - Salvia greggii
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Big Bluestem - Andropogon gerardi

Sea Oats - Uniola paniculata

Bi er Panicum - Panicum amarum
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RECREATION
DECK
Figure
22: T-1 Transect zone example project combiningBIRDING
multiple
recreational uses, birdwatching, and ecological
restoration along the shoreline. Source: Connor Jones.
ELEVATED NATURE WALK

WETLAND BOARDWALK

BIKE AND WALKING TRAILS
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Figure 23: T-1 Transect zone example project featuring a constructed wetlands, education and arts center, lookout
towers, elevated boardwalk, and nature walks. Source: Alec Sawtelle.
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Figure 24: T-2 Transect zone example project featuring a 367-acre site combining recreation, resilience, and research.
Design features include an Environmental and Agricultural Research Facility, outdoor amphitheater, eco-hotel, wedding
chapel, extensive walking trails, and campgrounds. (Note: only lower half of site is shown). Source: Grayson Borchardt.
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9.2 T-3 Sub-Urban and T-4 General Urban Transect Zones

Figure 25: T-3 and T-4 Transect zones. Source: Connor Jones.

Recommended uses in the T3-Sub-Urban zone include residential, small-scale commercial,
tourist attractions, small farms, and recreational parks. Some mixed-use may occur, but big-box
retail is discouraged. Residential density should range between 2 to 8 units per acre, lot sizes up
to 2-acres, and front setbacks 20 to 40 feet from roadways. Few curbs on roads.

Figure 26: Typical Roadway Section in the T-3 Sub-Urban Transect zone. Source: Grant Huber.

Recommended uses in the T4-General Urban zone include medium- to high-density residential,
mixed use areas, commercial developments, parks, tourist attractions, and educational, civic, or
institutional uses. Walkability is stressed with neighborhood centers accessible within a five to
ten-minute walk. Setbacks from roadways are suggested at 5 to 25 feet with front porches
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encouraged. Streets should have sidewalks and curbs on both sides. Residential lots are smaller
than in T-2 or T-3 zones with densities ranging between 6 to 20 units per acre.

Figure 27: Typical Roadway Section in the T-4 General Urban Transect zone. Source: Grant Huber.

Figure 28: T-3 Transect zone example project showing a boardwalk within a proposed wetland recreation park and
Botanical Garden near residential development. Source: Cuathuthemo Zargaoza.
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Figure 29: T-3 Transect zone example project featuring a large greenspace surrounded by mixed residential uses.
Source: Cuathuthemo Zaragoza.
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Figure 30: T-4 Transect zone example mixed-use project combining development with nature. The design features
commercial, hotel, and residential development surrounding by a boardwalk system, mangroves, and wetlands. Source:
Ryan Beatty.
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Figure 31: T-4 Transect zone example project creating a network of “blue” open spaces forming a new “Heritage
District.” The Blue Ribbon will provide major entertainment/recreation opportunities and connect Port Bay and Aransas
Bay while providing flooding and storm attenuation. Source: Christopher Perez.

9.3 T-5 Urban Center and SD Special District Transect Zones

Figure 32: T-5 and SD Transect zones. Source: Connor Jones.

Recommended uses in the T5-Urban Center zone include various residential uses such as
multifamily, small lot single-family, duplexes, or townhomes; mixed-use centers; schools; more
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intensive commercial development; small parks or plazas; and civic and institutional uses.
Residential density should range between 10 to 40 units per acre, front setbacks are short and
sidewalks wide. Roadways include boulevards and have an urban feel with curbs, medians, and
street trees.

Figure 33: Typical Roadway Sections in the T-5 Urban Center Transect zone. Source: Grant Huber.

Recommended uses in the SD-Special District zone include preservation of the historic district,
office, special tourist areas, retail, civic, residential uses (plus those above businesses) and
commercial uses of all types. Street trees, wide sidewalks, and no- to short front and side
setbacks create a continuous building front along sidewalks to promote pedestrian and bike
activity. Connections to adjacent neighborhoods and waterfront are encouraged. On-street
parking is typical.

Figure 34: Typical Roadway Section in the SD Special District Transect zone. Source: Grant Huber.
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Figure 35: T-5 Transect zone example mixed-use project featuring a connected bioswale system reaching to the Bay.
Residential, parks, and commercial spaces are included with a green roof corridor. Source: Arturo Villalba.
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Figure 36: SD-Special District Transect zone example project featuring a new City Hall anchored by a lighthouse within
a mixed-use neighborhood. A round-about connects the redesigned neighborhood to a linear park creating a dynamic
gateway to the city. Source: Samantha Stec.
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Figure 37: SD-Special District Transect zone example project at Rockport Beach. Source: Andrew Castilleja.
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Figure 38: SD-Special District Transect zone example project featuring a created salt marsh along Little Bay to increase
stormwater capacity, protect from storm surge, and serve as a regional park system. A berm system, sediment traps,
and floating wetlands protect the existing retail areas and proposed aquarium, amphitheater, yacht club, and park.
Source: Michael Tsapos.
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10. LID/GI SITE-LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

Figure 39: Potential LID application directs runoff into a rain garden in an institutional or civic setting. Source: Grayson
Borchardt.

Figure 40: T-1 A Wetland Recreational Center and walking paths filter runoff and allow for groundwater recharge.
Source: Mario Carranza.
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Figure 41: Raised berms protect the Historic District from flooding and provide new opportunities for recreation. Source:
Matthew Hoffman.

Figure 42: Proposed mangroves, raised house elevations, and short trees protect homes from flooding and wind
damage in residential development. Source: Ryan Beatty.

Figure 43: A variety of low-impact development techniques combined on a site work together for cumulative
benefits. Source: Arthur Villalba.
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Figure 44: A shoreline protection strategy is combined with a variety of low-impact development techniques
encourage a healthy shoreline and ecotourism industry. Source: Michael Tsapos.
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11. STUDIO INFORMATION
Fall 2018 Regional Planning Studio
Texas Tech University, Department of Landscape Architecture
Melissa A. Currie, PhD, RLA
Graduate Teaching Assistant: Tyson Watson
Students:
T1
Mario Carranza
Grant Huber
Connor Jones
Chris Rhinehart
Alec Sawtelle
T4

Bryce Arrington
Ryan Beatty
Christopher Perez
Marie Reinke
Elijah Simpson
Hayden Vilfordi

T2

Brandon Berend
Grayson Borchardt
Oscar Flores
Cody McCord
Matthew Walls

T3

T5

Kimberly Bonilla
Landrey Edwards
Robert Garza
Hayden Vanskike
Arturo Villalba

SD

Elizabeth Lane
Jake Owen
Jimmy Rosenkranz
Tyler Smith
Cuathuthemo Zaragoza
Andrew Castilleja
Matthew Hoffman
Jake Irvin
Samantha Stec
Michael Tsapos
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A FRAMEWORK FOR READING THE LANDSCAPE
The specific approach for applying GI and LID strategies within Rockport and Aransas County,
Texas was to view the study area through the urban-rural transect, also called “the Transect”
(Fig. 2). Ecologists and naturalists use the concept of transects to describe an ecosystem’s
characteristics and the transition from one to another (Fig. 1). A transect follows a line cut through
a portion of the environment to illustrate the different habitats that occur along the path.
Urban planners, and most notably architects Andrés Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk,
adopted the concept of the transect beginning in the early 2000s and applied it to patterns of
human development. Standards written for the first transect-based codes became the basis for
the SmartCode, released in 2003 by Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company. The Transect is useful in
organizing a town or city and its outlying areas by classifying it in six zones based on the level
of urbanization present. The six zones of the Transect include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

T1: Natural
T2: Rural
T3: Suburban
T4: General Urban
T5: Urban
T6: Urban Core
SD: Special District

Figure 1: An ecological transect showing a coastal condition. Source: Center for Transect
Studies.i
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As seen in Figure 2, the Transect depicts the landscape transitioning from a natural, undisturbed
state in zone T1 through zone T6 in increasing levels of urbanization. Representative land use
patterns within each zone are shown in plan view directly below its elevation view. As the zones
increase in development density and population from rural to urban core, corresponding road
conditions, housing arrangements, and building type intensify. The T6 Urban Core zone is
typified by high rise buildings and intensely developed downtowns. Thus, the T6 zone is not
always present in a local Transect—for example in small towns—where the areas of greatest
density more closely match T5 Urban Center Zone. The SD Special District zone is assigned to
areas dominated by a specific use that do not always fit into a neighborhood, such as a
university, historic, or medical district.
It is important to note that the Transect zones do not necessarily lie directly adjacent to one
another as shown in the simplified diagram. Rather, they depict the general condition of each
zone and may be located in multiple, noncontiguous areas forming a patchwork within the same
Transect. The Transect zones are more fully described as they are applied to local conditions in
a subsequent section of this document.

Figure 2: The generic urban-rural Transect. Source: Miami21.org, based on Center for Transect
Studies.
The Transect is useful in analyzing and understanding human places, and ultimately in the
development of new settlements that embrace the best of historic urbanism. This approach to
reading a landscape is based on an understanding that the Transect exists as place, and it
evolves over time.ii That the Transect zones can be described and defined gives it the ability to
form a foundation for zoning codes that are more responsive to human needs. It is, therefore,
commonly used as the building block for zoning using Form-Based Code (FBC), which is having
a major impact on the design of our built environment. FBC uses regulating plans that are not
based on lots and uses, but rather the location of the lot in relation to an overall plan and the
type of street it faces.iii Other differences are build-to lines, rather than setbacks, which facilitate
“enclosure” within streetscapes by maintaining a more consistent vertical edge in urban areas.
These differences allow space to be shaped by the form desired and not by strictly separated
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uses or arbitrary zoning lines. In 2011, the city of Miami, Florida, overhauled the city’s zoning
codes through the drafting and adoption of Miami 21,iv the first instance of a city adopting FBC
using New Urbanism and Smart Growth principles based on the Transect. The visionary Miami
21 plan earned the 2011 National Planning Excellence Award for Best Practice by the American
Planning Association and is a model for cities looking forward into the 21st century.
Another urban design theory that emerged across the U.S. in the 1990s is Landscape Urbanism
(LU). It looks to the landscape as the basic building block of the contemporary city.v It is a
response to the deindustrialization and decentralization of cities, and the economic, social and
cultural shifts this caused. LU seeks to address the left-behind spaces marked by toxicity and/or
social pathologies, as industries followed the massive exodus to the suburbs. Landscape
Urbanism explores the overlap of architecture, landscape architecture, and urban design and is
most often associated with the works of landscape architect James Corner. Corner has
produced such notable projects as the redevelopment of Fresh Kills Landfill in Staten Island and
an abandoned, elevated railroad in New York City repurposed as the High Line park. Both are
exemplary brownfield redevelopments that addressed the pressing issues cities face including
such things as capped landfills, toxic sites, and abandoned railways blighting the urban
landscape.
Central to Landscape urbanism projects is the intent to reintroduce ecology into the built (human)
environment through GI. LU principles are grounded in the ideals that design must adapt to the
environment it is in, not the other way around, and that the urban environment must respect the
underlying ecology of its place. It is a natural evolution of the philosophy and ecologically-based
techniques described by landscape architect Ian McHarg in his influential text, Design with
Nature.vi
All of these approaches can be crystallized in the idea of a “sponge city,” a term used to describe
an approach to urban development that will produce a built environment having the ability to
absorb, cleanse, and reuse rainfall to reduce the frequency and severity of flooding. Just as the
common household sponge contains places of solid and void of different sizes, the sponge city
capitalizes on the use of open spaces in the built and natural environments to soak up excess
water. This is an important step in realizing a resilient city that is able to endure times of stress,
such as medium- or large-scale flooding events. It is this perspective that provides the basis for
the GI and LID development guidelines contained herein. In the following sections, background
information for Rockport and Aransas County are presented followed by example applications
for potential new development organized according to the Rockport Transect (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Distribution of study sites and Transect Zones in Rockport and Aransas, County, Texas.
Source: Melissa Currie.
The Transect developed for Rockport/Aransas as a part of these guidelines include zones T1
Natural through T5 Urban Center plus the SD Special District (Fig. 3). The SD zone encompasses
the Rockport Heritage District in downtown, extending several blocks east and west of Austin
Street and between Liberty and Market Streets. Figure 4 below depicts a detailed Transect for
the local T1 Natural zone expanding inland from the Gulf of Mexico through the estuarine system
of bays and coastal wetlands.
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Figure 4a: Example Transect for Rockport and Aransas County, Texas. Source: Samantha Stec.
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Figure 4b: Example Transect for Rockport and Aransas County, Texas. Source: Michael Tsapos.

Figure 5: Detailed T1 Natural Zone Transect for Rockport and Aransas County, Texas. Source:
Grant Huber.

i

https://transect.org/transect.html
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CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
Workshop Meeting: Tuesday, February 26, 2018
AGENDA ITEM: 4
Hear and deliberate on presentation of Police Department community survey results.
SUBMITTED BY: Interim Civilian Police Administrator Fred Fletcher
APPROVED FOR AGENDA: PKC
BACKGROUND: As part of the Police Department’s employee engagement process, the
Mission and Goals Committee was tasked with conducting a survey of citizens to collect a
sampling of what the community thinks the Department’s mission and goals should be. Officers
were charged with contacting five citizens, of which two had to be business owners or managers.
Please see the accompanying summary for more information.
FISCAL ANALYSIS: N/A
RECOMMENDATION: Not an action item.

PD Community Survey results – Feb. 26, 2019 Council Mtg.
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ROCKPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT

Mission and Goals Committee
(Process and Results)
Survey 5 citizens of the community
(2 of which should be business owners/managers)
about the mission and goals of the Rockport Police Department

Officers participating in survey process (in no particular order):
J. Wilson
A. Meissner
N. Ward
S. Reyes
B. Cantu
G. Yarnall III
J. O’Reilly
A. Ford
N. Garcia
18 total officers (81 total surveys of citizens)

R. Ramos
E. Zuniga
D. Rollins
E. Ramos
J. Ruiz
T. Gates
S. Yarnall
L. Garcia
M. Cramer

Citizens participating in this survey were male, female, white, black, Hispanic, Asian, Indian and
ranged in age from Millenials to Baby Boomers (Although, we may have completely, albeit
inadvertently, excluded the teenage population).
Citizens participating in this survey comprised a spectrum of financial and social status. This
spectrum includes many business owners/managers and employees from nearly a dozen categories
of local businesses, municipal and county entities, private schools, and public schools.
Some specific statements from citizens surveyed include:
-

“Be there for the community.”

-

“I wish more officers were empowered by good morals, not power.”

-

“The mission of the RPD should be to not only protect citizens, but to build relationships with
them as well.”

-

“More officers or whatever it takes to eliminate drug activity. Seems like lately the Sheriff’s
Office is the only one that does drug enforcement. I feel like if Rockport PD had more officers,
it would help.”

-

“Maintain the same level of efficiency and kindness. Keep up the good work.”

-

“DWI as well as DWOLD – often have elderly pull out in front or change lanes narrowly
avoiding accidents. Very dangerous!”
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Some specific goals/priorities provided by citizens surveyed include:
-

Protect; serve; provide safety

-

Patrol; be more visible

-

Educate the public

-

Inform the citizens

-

Traffic enforcement; too many reckless and drunk drivers

-

Drug problems; drug enforcement; more raids

-

Social media; transparency; more school involvement; start neighborhood watch programs;
ask public for help solving crimes

-

Be more visible in Fulton

-

Prevent thefts; prevent burglaries; protect our homes

-

More/continued LEO training for dealing with people with mental health issues such as PTSD;
more medical training

-

Be approachable; be nice; be compassionate; be more personal in responses; humanize the
badge

-

Improve relations with other law enforcement agencies and court personnel

-

Address vagrancy/homeless issues; code enforcement

-

Need more officers

-

Law enforcement; public awareness of laws

-

Workshops presented by LEOs for the education of the public
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Mission
81 people surveyed
101 accumulated answers

55, 54.5%
14, 13.9%
13, 12.9%
6, 6%

13, 12.9%

Continue as we are
Protect & Serve
Crime Prevention / Law Enforcement
Community Relations
Ethics / Character (Impartiality, Integrity, Transparency, Courtesy, Compassion)
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Public Safety Priorities
81 people surveyed
186 accumulated answers

151, 81.2%

7, 3.8%
7, 3.8%
Continue as we are

6, 3.2%

15, 8%

Patrol/Visbility/Safety/Crime Prevention/Law Enforcement
Community Policing/Inform Public/Educate Citizens/School Presence
More/Continued Training for Officers
Be approachable & Compassionate

